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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with a syntactic analysis

of the nominal syntagm of modern standard Arabic. The t

theory applied is Irofessor J.f.F. Mulder's "axiomatic

functionalist".

The thesis falls into seven chapters. Chapter I

deals with the theory itself, i.e., 'axiomatic func¬

tionalist' , Chapter II deals with syntax in 'axiomatic

functionalist*. Chapter III deals with 'axiomatic

functionalist' criteria for identifying and distinguish¬

ing morphological complexes from syntactic complexes.

Chapter IV deals with the "positions" within the nominal

eyntagm of Modern Standard Arabic. Chapter V deals with

the different realizations of the nominal syntagm of

Modern Standard Arabic. Chapter VI deals with the

relationship of the nominal syntagm with other syntagma

in Modern Standard Arabic. Chapter VII deals with ellipsis

in the nominal syntagm of Modern Standard Arabic.



Errata

P.16 line (1) I say that a syntactic analysis is an analysis of
sentence - bases. In fact this is not the case.

Syntactic analysis cannot be an analysis of sentence-
bases. In a syntactic analysis we only consider sen¬
tence-bases of sentences to which there correspond well
formed syntagms.

P.42 lines The complex sign "kitabun" has been analyzed into
(9) & (10) the sign "kitab" and the allomorph "/un/" of the

nominative. In fact we cannot analyze a complex
sign into a sign plus an allomorph of a sign. The
analysis should be into signs. Therefore the complex
sign_"kitabun" should be analyzed into the sign
"kitab" and the sign "nominative" represented by the
allomorph "/un/".

P.43 lines The complex sign "?alkitabu" has been analyzed into
(9) & (10) the signs " al", "kitab" and the allomorph "/u/" of

the nominative. The correct analysis is an analysis
into the sign "?al", the sign "kitab" and the sign
"nominative" represented by the allomorph "/u/".

P.50 lines It is not the positions, but the items in positions
(3) & (4) that stand in a relation of sub-ordination to the

nucleus.

P.74 lines It has been mentioned that there is an^elliptical
(5) & (6) element in the syntagm "ha?ula?i ua ?ulaPika

lPatfalu". In fact there is no ellipsis in the
syntagm in question. Consequently, the above
syntagm can be fitted into the model as follows:

dem. |_ha?ula?i*_ (ua ?ula ?ika~)~j
num. d

adj . </

sub. ^

poss. fzi

supp. " 0

Norn.
l?atfalu

Th^ni■'•hout the thesis slaj.t liner have been iisec! indiscriminately to indicate

signsj a"1lomorehs and phonological forms of allomorrhs. In fact slant lines should
be \ised to indioacte phonological forms# Signs should have been indicated by inverted
commas, and allomorpha by slant lines between inverted commas.
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(v)

INTRODUCTION

(jf *
This thesis contains an 'axiomatic functionalist'

syntactic analysis of the nominal syntagm of Modern Standard

Arabic. The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter

I is a theoretical background of 'axiomatic functionalism'.

Chapter II deals with the place of syntax in the theory in

question and with the steps to be followed while attempting

a syntactic analysis of any chosen field of speech-

phenomena. Chapter III deals with 'axiomatic functionalist'

criteria for identifying and distinguishing morphological

complexes from syntactic ones.

Chapter IV deals with the "positions" within the nomi¬

nal syntagm of Modern Standard Arabic. For this purpose a

seven-position model has been set up. This model adequately

accounts for any instance of the nominal syntagm of Modern

Standard Arabic. Chapter V deals with the different reali¬

zations of the nominal syntagm. Chapter VI deals with the

relationship of the nominal syntagm with other svntagms in

Modern Standard Arabic. It deals with the relationship of

the nominal syntagm with the non-verbal predicative syn¬

tagm, with the verbal predicative syntagm and with the

functional syntagm. The last chapter deals with ellipsis

in the nominal syntagm.

As understood in this thesis, the term 'Modern Standard

Arabic' means that variety of Arabic to be found in con¬

temporary books, magazines, newspapers and Arabic news

broadcasts. For the sake of brevity, the terms "Arabic"

and 'nominal syntagm' sometimes replace the terms 'Modern

Standard Arabic' and 'nominal syntagm in Modern Standard

Arabic', respectively.



V I

ar
Below is a list of the phonemes of Modern Standard

Arabic:

Consonants

A/ *

A/ 3

/©/ o

/z/ £
A/ -*>

A/ £

A/

/d/

A/ ' >

/a/ A
A/ >
/r/ y

a/ ;
/s/

,/s/

/s/ ^
A/ 6

A/

/n/

c
£-fs/

<r

w
A/ ^

/f/ o

c
■*

o

/?/

A/ £

A/ '■>

/!/ ' ^-^"u (mj\
_ J

(l) See a forthcoming Ph.D. thesis by M.Y. Suleiman,
Department of Linguistics, University of St. Andrews-



/zalasa/ "ne sat down"

/suriq.a/ "it was stolen"
/kutiba/ "it was written"

/nama/ "slept"

/qalii/ "small"
/suc^un/ "market"
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Chapter I

The 'Axiomatic Functionalist" Approach

"Axiomatic Functionalism", the theory applied in this

work, is called "axiomatic" as it adheres to the axiomatic

method in theory building, and it is called "functionalism"

as functionality" is one of the major tenets in this theory.

"Functionality" is so important with respect to the theory

in question that it has become the first axiom in the theory,

i.e., "All features in semiotic sets are functional" (Mulder,

Postulates, Axiom A.) and functional for "separately rele¬

vant to the purport of the whole of which it is a part".

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def. la.) In the case of language,

"axiomatic functionalism" considers all features which are

separately relevant to communication, i.e., all functional

features.

As regards the underlying philosophy of science which

"axiomatic functionalism" follows, it is a hypothetico-
(1) ~ ^

deductive method. In general in a hypothetico-deductive

approach one needs a theory to make use of when describing

any phenomenon. That is to say, one has to work in the

light of a theory when attempting to describe any phenomenon

As far as "axiomatic functionalism" is concerned, the

theory is axiomatic therefore deductive, whereas the des¬

cription is hypothetical. The statements in the description

are mere hypotheses that can be confronted with the data.

That is to say, they are subject to refutation. On the

other hand no statement in the theory is said to be hypo-
(2)

thetical as "the theory includes no existence postulate".

(1) This is Mulder's version of the hvpothetico-deductive
approach.

(2) Kjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language. 1369 nil



(1)
According to Mulder the aim of linguistics is "to make

possible the scientific description of any chosen field of

speech-phenomena". In order to achieve this aim "linguists

have to provide a theory as a device". Thus, in order to

arrive at a linguistic description we need a linguistic

theory and a chosen field of speech-phenomena. The rela¬

tionship "between these three can be diagrammatically shown

as follows:
Description Speech-phenomena of

(The arrows read •implies' or 'presupposes.)

The diagram shows that there is a one-to-one relation

between a particular description and a particular field of

speech-phenomena. Yet, the relation between the theory and

the descriptions based on it is a one-to-many relation. We

notice that a particular linguistic description is dependent

on both a particular linguistic theory and a chosen field

of speech-phenomena. We also notice that the linguistic

theory and the speech-phenomena are independent of one

another. They are independent in the sense that the theory

may not have been applied or the fields of speech-phenomena

may not have been described by the same theory. The fields

of speech-phenomena, however, may be said to be determined

by the linguistic theory. This is true to the extent that

(1) Mulder, "Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Descriptions
And The Speech-Phenomena", (1975).
(2) it; i.



trie tneory con.sia.ers those features which are relevant in

the phenomena, lor example, "axiomatic functionalist!"

considers only those features which are "functional", i.e.,

those features which are separately relevant to the purport

- the purport in the case of language is communication.

As regards the types of statement in an axiomatic

theory we may distinguish between three major types. These

include the axioms, the theorems and the definitions. Of

these three the axioms are statements that are accepted in

advance. The second type of statement in an axiomatic

theory is theorems. Theorems can be derived from other

statements of the theory, i.e., they can be derived from

the axioms or from the definitions or from both. As an

axiomatic-deductively organized theory is rich in theorems
in

it is difficult to/corporate these in the presentation of
in

the theory. Even if they can be/corporated in the pre¬

sentation, there is no need to do so as they are implied

in the theory.

The third type of statement we find in an axiomatic

theory is definitions. The role of definitions in the

theors'" is to define terms used in the statements of the

theory. In the theory we may have two types of terms: non

primitive and primitive terms. The task of definitions is

to attach meaning to the former type of terms. We do this

until we are left with nothing but primitive terms.

However, care must be taken while defining terms produced

by statements of the theory so that we may not be led to

infinite regression. This process, i.e., definition of

terms in the theory, goes on until we arrive at a stage

where any further definition of the terms used in the
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theory will add nothing to our understanding of the terns in

question.

Another task of definitions is to introduce notions in

the theory. Examples of notions in "axiomatic functionalism"
(1)

are "opposition", "dommutation", "distinctive function",

"distinctive feature", "simultaneity", "neutralization" and

"archiphoneme", etc.. Of these notions "archiphoneme" and

"distinctive feature" apply to entities in descriptions.

In other words, we can say, for example, that the element X

in the description is an archiphoneme whereas the element Y

is a distinctive feature. On the other hand, there is

nothing to he called, for example, "opposition" or "commu¬
tation11 in the description. That is to say, there are no

"entities" or "elements" in the description that might he

called "opposition" or "commutation". Entities in the
(2)

description "are not entities in the real world, i.e., in

the realm of speech-phenomena, hut-they are regarded as

standing in a certain relation of isomorphism with certain

classes of phenomena". These may he called "models" or

"descriptive models". The notions that correspond to the

"descriptive models" in the theory are called "meta-models"

or "theoretical models".

Having seen the types of statement and other things,

i.e., other than statements, an axiomatic theory contains,

it remains for us to see what type or tvoes of statement-w KJ —

one finds in a description. As statements the description

contains hypotheses. These are the only type of statement

we find in a linguistic description. Hypotheses are

(1) Mulder, "Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Description And
The Speech-phenomena", (1975).
(2) Ihid.
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descriptive statements that can he tested with reference

to the data. In other words,they are liable to refutation.

That is to say, they can be refuted if they are in conflict

with the data. If, on the other hand, they are in conflict

with other statements in the data under the same theory

they are invalidated.

Besides hypotheses, the description also contains

models. As I said earlier, "models" are entities that stand

in a relation of isomorphism with certain classes of the

phenomena. The "descriptive models" are linked with the

"theoretical models" by a many-to-one relation of isomor¬

phism. An example of "descriptive models" is "the phoneme

/b/ in English". The "theoretical model", i.e., the meta-

model, which corresponds to the descriptive model in

question is the notion "phoneme".

The description may also contain "labels". These are

language specific, i.e., they have to be established for
(1)

each language separately. As Mulder puts it "the device of

labelling is mainly of a simplificatory and administrative

nature, ana it is internal to the description". Examples

of labels are "subject", "object", "vowel", "consonant"...

etc.

Let us now examine the conditions for calling a des¬

cription a good description. A good description must

satisfy three major requirements. These include consistency,

adequacy and simplicity.

A consistent description is a description which is

free of contradictions. In other words*the statements in

(l) Mulder, "The Strategy of Linguistics", (1976).
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a description, must be consistent with one another. If a

statement in a description is in conflict with another

statement, and both statements are justified by the same

theory, then both statements become meaningless. If, on

the other hand, one of the statements is not justified by

the theory, then it is invalidated out of hand.

As a description is dependent on a particular theory_
and a chosen field of phenomena, it follows that every

statement in the description must be justified by the

theory, i.e., by the theory used in describing the pheno¬

mena, as well as by the data. If the former of these two

conditions is not met then the description is arbitrarjr,

therefore, void of meaning. In addition, as I have said,

the statements in the description must be consistent with

our observations of the data. This is due to the fact that

statements in the description are hypotheses, and state¬

ments as such can be tested by.direct confrontation with

the data.

As regards adequacy of the description, the description

must account for all the relevant features of the- phenomenon

to be described, and it must do so in sufficient detail.

This boils down to saying that the description must ensure

a full and detailed coverage of the data under investigation.

If it is discovered that certain areas of the data under

investigation are not satisfactorily accounted for by the

description, then the description is inadequate. Saying

that the description must account for all the relevant

phenomena within its chosen field does not only mean accoun¬

ting for all relevant phenomena but also accounting for all

relevant potential phenomena, because,.to quote Mulder,



(1)
"linguistic description is, by its very nature, both des¬

criptive and generative".

The description must be relatively simple. 3y saying

that the descriotion must be relatively simple we mean, to
"(2)

quote Mulder "that there should be no redundant elements

in a description, and the number and complexity of state¬

ments it contains should be reduced as much as satisfying

the conditions of consistency and adequacy allows".

Having examined the requirements for a description to

be a good description, it is imperative i;o examine the

requirements for a theory to be a good theory. A good

linguistic theory as well as any other theory must be con¬

sistent, adequate and simple. 3j consistency we mean that

statements in the theory must be free of contradictions,

i.e., they must not be in conflict with one another. Unlike

statements in the description, statements in the theory need

no external justification. Yet, they must be appropriate.

As regards adequacy of the linguistic theory, the

linguistic theory is said to be adequate as long as it is

capable of rendering an unlimited number of good linguistic

descriptions. Good linguistic descriptions are consistent,

adequate and simple descriptions. If it is discovered that

a certain field or certain fields of speech-phenomena

cannot be described under one and the same theory - provided

that we have access to the phenomena, then that theory.is

inadequate.

Besides consistency and adequacy, a good linguistic

theory must be simple. The reasons for saying that a

(1) Mulder, "Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Descriptions And
The Speech-Phenomena", (1975).
(2) Ibid.
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linguistic theory must be simple are the same, as those

given for a linguistic description. However, because of

the one-to-many relation between a particular linguistic
(1)

theory and the descriptions based on it, one may "sacrifice

some simplicity in the theory if this can lead to a greater

simplicity in the descriptions based on it".

(l) Mulder, "Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Descriptions And
The Speech-Phenomena", (1975)°
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Chapter II

Syntax in "Axiomatic Funetionalism*

Followers of "axiomatic functionalisa" divide human

language into two main systems, namely "phonology" and

"grammar". Each of these is further divided into three

sub-systems. "Phonology" is divided into "phonematics",

"phonotactics" and "para-phonotactics" whereas "grammar"

is divided into "morphology", "syntax" and "para-syntax".

These divisions can be diagrammatically shown as follows:

Language

Phonology
morphology / para-syntax

"ohonematic para-pnonotactics /
syntax

ohonotactics

As the present work is of a grammatical nature, i.e.,

syntactic one, I shah try to give a somewhat detailed
in

explanation of what is meant by "syntax" in the theory/question,

i.e., "axiomatic functionalism". "Phonology", on the

other hand, will not be dealt with here and those readers

who are interested in phonology in "axiomatic functionalist1

may refer to "Language as a system of systems" by

Mulder and Hervey.

"Axiomatic functionalism" draws a clear-cut distinction

between morphology and syntax in terms of the relations

that hold between the entities that belong to each of them.

The type- of relations we find in morphology is "relations

of simultaneity". "Relations of simultaneity" is defined as

"symmetrical relations between entities in combination".
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(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.Sb.)

On the other hand, the type of relations we find in

syntax is "syntactic relations". "Syntactic relations" is

defined as "tactic relations in grammar". (Mulder,

"Postulates", Def.7d^.) "Tactic relations" is defined as

"constructional relations (whether ordering or not) between
/

syntagmatic entities, as immediate constituents in combi¬

nations". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.7c^.) "Construc¬

tional relations^' on the other hand, is defined as "

"relations between immediate constituents". (Mulder,

"Postulates", Def.7f.) This means that syntactic relations

can be either ordering relations or non-ordering relations,

i.e., simultaneity relations. "Ordering relations" is

defined as "asymmetrical relations between entities in

combinations". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.Sa.)

The difference between simultaneity relations in

syntax and simultaneity relations in morphology is that

while the former are between syntagmatic entities the

latter are not. "Syntagnatie entity" is defined as "entity

capable of standing in ordering relations with other

entities or having an internal structure such that it is

capable of containing - as constituents - entities capable

of standing in ordering relations with other entities".

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.7b~.)

Now, if a in relation (El) to b equals b in relation

(H2) to a then El and E2 are equal. That is the converse

of the relation is the same as the relation itself. This

is what is meant by symmetrical relations, i.e., relations

of simultaneity. If on the other hand, a in relation (El)

to b is not the same as b in relation (R2) to a then El
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and R2 are not the sane, therefore, asymmetrical relations,

i.e., ordering relations.

Now if we replace the symbols by concrete examples

from English we will understand what is meant by ordering

relations and relations of simultaneity. Given the eon-
CD

struction "bus station" we can show that the relation that
<Xv\

holds between its constituents is?asymmetrical relation,

i.e., ordering relation. This can be shown as follows:

"bus" in relation (El) to "station" is not the same as

"station" in relation (R2) to "bus". That is the converse

of the relation is not the same. In other words "station

bus" is a different construction from "bus station", i.e.,

they convey different messages. Hence we encounter

asymmetrical relation, thereby, ordering relation,between

the constituents of "bus station".

Having demonstrated what is meant by ordering relation

I shall demonstrate what is meant by relations of

simultaneity. Before I give an example I would like to

point out that relations of simultaneity cannot be posi¬

tively and directly proved in a given construction.

Therefore, in order to find out whether the relations in

a given construction are ordering relations or simultaneity

relations, one may start off bjr assuming that the relations

that hold between the constituents of the given construc¬

tion are ordering relations, i.e., asymmetrical relations.

If there is evidence for ordering relations in a given

construction then the construction in question is syntactic.

If, on the other hand, no evidence for any potential of

(l) The technique applied to this construction to see if it
has ordering relations is not the only technique. Eor more
techniques see Chapter III.
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ordering relations can be shown in a given construction,

then the construction in question is not syntactic but

morphological. That is to say?the relations that hold

between its constituents are relations of simultaneity,

i.e., symmetrical relations. This boils down to saying

that absence of any potential for ordering relations in a

given construction is sufficient to say that the construc¬

tion in question is morphological, thereby, the relations

that hold between its constituents are relations of

simultaneity.

Now, given the construction "cats" we want to know

whether the relations that hold between its constituents

are ordering relations or relations of simultaneity. The

construction in question can be analyzed into "cat" &

plural'. In order to see whether the relation between "cat"

and "plural" is ordering relation or simultaneity relation

we apply the permutation test to the construction in

auestion. As the constituents of the given construction
(1)

do not permute with one another and as no other tests can

show any potential for ordering relation in the construc¬

tion in question we conclude that "cats" is not a syntactic

complex but a morphological complex. That is the relation

between "cat" and "plural" is a relation of simultaneity.

Prom what has been said we conclude that what is

characteristic of morphology is that any constructional

relations which occur in it have to be?by definition?

symmetrical simultaneity relations. On the other hand,

the characteristic feature of syntax is that the construc¬

tional relations in it are,by definition?relations between

(l) See Chapter III.
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elements that can stand in asymmetrical relations with, one

another, or relations of simultaneity between syntagmatic

entities.

We may go a step further and say that morphology is

that part of grammar that deals with the analysis of simul¬

taneous bundles of signs. In other words?it deals with
the analysis of pleremes into monemes. Plereme" is defined

as "word or grarnmateme" (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.8b.)
and "word" or "grammatemeu is defined "self-contained (by

definition: simultaneous) bundle of one or more mouemes

as its immediate (and at the same time ultimate) constitu¬

ents" (Mulder, "Postulates", Pef.Sb^.). "Moneme", on the

other hand, is defined as "minimum morphological entity"

and, indeed "minimum grammatical entity". (Mulder,

"Postulates", Def.8b"J.)

In syntax we are concerned with the analysis of syn-l

tagms (see below) into lower level syntagms. This process,

i.e., analysis of syntagms into lower level syntagms, goes

on until we arrive at their ultimate constituents, i.e.,

pleremes. Therefore, we can say that there are two types

of syntagmatic entities in syntax: syntagms and pleremes..

Since this work is of a syntactic nature in what

follows I shall talk about the following:

1. Position.

2. Syntagm and sentence.

3= Immediate Constituent Analysis.

4. Syntactic relations.

5. Disjunctive or diverse determination versus parallel

determination.

6. Occurrence dependency.
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7. Logical order of procedures in syntactic analysis.

1. Position

"Positions" is defined "divisions within a chain,

such that in every such division an entity, as an immediate

constituent of that chain, can stand and alternate (i.e.,

commute) with other entities, or with zero", (Mulder,

"Postulates", Def.7j?. )• "Chain" is defined "self-contained
bundle of positions". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.9.)»

The notion "position" is an important notion in syn¬

tax as syntactic relations hold between elements that stand

in different positions within the same group of inter¬

dependent positions. In other words an element that stands

in a position has function in syntax.

In a syntactic analysis one is concerned with identi¬

fying the different types of chain, hereafter referred to

as syntagms. "Syntagm" which is equivalent to "chain" is

defined as "self-contained bundle of positions in grammar",

or "instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in

grammar". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.9b.). It is a dist¬

ributional unit or field of relations in grammar. Svery

element which occurs in a particular syntagm is assigned

to a position of that syntagm. The functions of the ele¬

ments of any syntagm may be described in terms of the

positions in which they stand. Therefore, in a syntactic

analysis it is important to establish the correct number

of positions in a syntagm. If the positions of a parti¬

cular syntagm cannot account for the functions of all the

elements of that syntagm, then the syntagm in question is

inadequate.
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2. Syntagm and Sentence

"Syntagm" is defined as "self-contained bundle of

positions in grammar", or "instance of a self-contained

bundle of positions in grammar". (Mulder, "Postulates",

Def.9b.). Thus, "syntagm" does not only refer to the

descriptive model, it also refers to instances of the model

which we encounter in the data. In syntax the "syntagm"

is the model with which we work for a syntactic analysis.

In such analysis we only consider that syntagm which may

or may not correspond to a sentence-base (see below).

Example of a sentence-base from English: the sentence-base

of "I drank milk" is the corresponding syntagm (i.e.,

without the intonation).

In syntax we analyze higher level syntagma into lower

level syntagms then ultimately into pleremes. Therefore,

a syntagm, depending on the syntactic level on which it

occurs, may be an immediate constituent of a larger syntagm,

or an element of a syntagm may be a syntagm in its own

right on a lower level.

The maximum sign in any semiotic system is the

sentence. "Sentence" is defined as "signum with such features

that it cannot be a feature (constituent, or other feature)

of another signum", or "signum such that it is a self-

contained vehicle for conveying messages". (Mulder,

"Postulates", Def.20.) The 'sentence' is not just an ordered

combination of syntactic elements. It has also other

features such as . ■_ ... intonation and pauses. These are

called para-syntactic features. In a syntactic analysis

we only consider sentence-bases of sentences to which there

correspond well-formed syntagms. Therefore, we can say
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that a syntactic analysis is an analysis of sentence-bases.

3. Immediate Constituent Analysis

The basic principle of immediate constituent analysis

is that syntagms are not just linear sequences of elements,

but they are composed of different levels of I.C.s (the

abbreviated form of immediate constituents). In a syntactic

analysis, higher level I.C.s are analyzed into lower level

ones. This process goes on until we arrive at the ultimate

constituents, i.e., pleremes. This shows us that language

is hierarchically structured on the syntactic plane. The

idea of cutting a syntagm into I.C.s is determined by the

direct tactic relations (see below) that hold between its

constituents.

In what follows I shall give an example from English

and cut it into its I.C.s. The example is: "The farmer

cut the tall tree.". I shall first establish the direct

tactic relations that hold between the constituents of the

syntagm in question. They, i.e., direct tactic relations,

can be established as follows:

between "the farmer" and "cut",

between "the tall tree" and "cut".

On this basis, on the first level of analysis, the syntagm

in question can be cut into the following three I.C.s:

i. "the farmer",

ii. "cut",

iii. "the tall tree".

On another level of analysis, the I.C. "the farmer" can be

cut into the I.C.s "the" and "farmer" as there is direct

tactic relation between the two. Similarly, the I.C. "the

tall tree" can be cut into the I.C.s "the", "tall" and
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"tree" as there are direct tactic relations between, "the"

and "tree" as well as between "tail" and "tree". The

ultimate constituents, i.e., pleremes, of the syntagm in

question are "the", "farmer", "cut", "the", "tall" and "tree'

4. Syntactic Relations

"Syntactic relations" are defined as "tactic relations

in-grammar" (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.7d\) and "tactic

relations" are defined as "constructional relations (whether

ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities, as immediate

constituents in combinations". (Mulder, "postulates",

Def.7c".)

Therefore, there may be tactic and non-tactic relations

between syntactic entities. There can also be direct and

indirect relations. "Direct relation" is defined as

"relation between constituents (not necessarily immediate

constituents) that is not a relation via other constituents",

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.15.).

This gives us the following tj^pes of syntactic

relations: 1. Direct tactic relation.

2. Indirect tactic relation.

3. Direct non-tactic relation.

4. Indirect non-tactic relation.

In what follows I shall give an example from English

and show the four types of syntactic relations. The example

is: "the man bought three cars".

1. Direct tactic relaticrs can be established between

the following: "the man" and "bought",

"three cars" and "bought",

"the" and "man",

"three" and "cars".
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2. Indirect tactic relations can be established, for

ins Lance, between the following:

"the man" and "three cars".

That is the relation between "the man" and "three cars" is

via "bought".

3. Indirect non-tactic relations can be established

between the following:

"the" and "bought",

"the" and "three",

"the" and "cars",

"man" and "three",

"man" and " cars",

"bought" and "three",

4. Direct non-tactic relations can be established

between the following:

"man" and "bought",

"bought" and "cars".

The most important type of the aforementioned types

of syntactic relation is direct tactic relation. There

are three logical possibilities for the types of direct

tactic relation:

i. Relation of sub-ordination,

ii. Relation of co-ordination,

iii. Relation of inter-ordination.

(1)
Relation of sub-ordination or "determination"

Relation of sub-ordination"is defined as "direct

tactic asymmetrical relation of functional dependency"

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.lla.). The converse of this

(1) Mulder, "Postulates", (Def.lla.).
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relation is super-ordination. In terms of symbols, if a

and b stand in a direct tactic relation where a depends on

b for its syntactic function but not vice versa we say

that a is sub-ordinated to b whereas b is super-ordinated

to a. In other words a determines b and b governs a.

This type of relation can be symbolized as follows:

a > b

An example from English is: "the man". In this con¬

struction "the" depends on "man" for its syntactic function

but not vice versa. Thus we can say that "the" is sub¬

ordinated to "man" and "man" is super-ordinated to "the".

That is "the" determines "man" whereas "man" governs "the".

The relation between the two, i.e., relation of sub¬

ordination, can be shown as follows:

the —)■ man

(1)
Relation of co-ordination

"Relation of co-ordination'' is defined as "direct tactic

(by implication symmetrical) relation of mutual functional

independency". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.llb.). In terms

of symbols, if a and b are in a direct tactic relation and

each of them is independent for its syntactic function

6-f the other, they are said to be standing in a relation
of co-ordination one to the other. This type of relation

may be symbolized as follows:

a < 4 b

/

'
, -

An example from Arabic is: /fatatun zamilatun

?anicj_atun/ "a smart beautiful girl". In this syntagm

(l) Mulder, "Postulates", (Def.llb.).
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/zamllatun/ "beautiful" and /?ani^atun/ "smart" stand
in a direct tactic relation to one another, but none of

them is dependent for its syntactic function on the other.

In such a case, we can say that /zamllatun/ and

/Paniaatun/ stand in a relation of co-ordination to one
T

another. The relation between the two can be shown as

follows: zamllatunf—/—-> panioatun
/ °T

(l)
Relation of inter-ordination

''Relation of inter-ordination" is defined as "direct

tactic (by implication : symmetrical) relation of mutual

functional dependency". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.llc.}.

If a and b stand in a direct tacticrelation with' one another

and each of them is dependent on the other for its syn¬

tactic function, then we can say that a and b stand in a

relation of inter-ordination to one another. This rela¬

tion can be symbolized as follows:

&< ——tb

An example from English is: "the sooner^the better".

In this syntagm, "the sooner" and "the better" stand in a

direct tactic relation to one another. In addition,each

of them depends on the other for its syntactic function.

'Therefore, there is a relation of inter-ordination between

the two. This relation can be shown as follows:

the sooner^ )the better

Of these three types of direct tactic relation,

relation of sub-ordination is the most common type to be

found in the description. In this type of relation, we

may find one or more elements depending on another element

(l) Mulder, "Postulates", (Def.llc.).
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for their syntactic function. The element or the
immediate constituent which governs the syntactic functions
of the other elements, or the other immediate constituents
of the syntagm, is called the' nucleus'. "Nucleus" is
defined "entity in nuclear position", (Mulder, "Postulates"
Def.l3a.), or "immediate constituent which governs the
function of other immediate constituents in the syntagm".

As soon as we talk about a nuclear element in a syn¬

tagm we imply that there are peripheral elements or a

potential for peripheral elements in that syntagm.

''peripheral element" is defined as "entity in peripheral
position", (Mulder, "Postulates", Dei.13b.). A peripheral
element is sub-ordinated co the nuclear element and deter¬

mines it, i.e., a -^b where a is peripheral and b is
nuclear. That is, a determines b_ whereas b governs a.

In syntax we may have two t.ypes of nuclear element.
The first of these is "free nucleus". "free nucleus" is

defined as "nuclear immediate constituent that doss not

require the presence of a non-zero peripheral constituent",
(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l3j3.)• In terms of symbols

£ a "I >b where b is a "free nucleus" and [~ a j is a
peripheral entity that is an expansion. "Expansion" is
defined as "immediate constituent that commutes with

zero". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l3c.). We can say

that all the elements peripheral to a "free nucleus" are

expansions. The second type of nucleus is "non-free
nucleus". A "non-free nucleus" is a nucleus that requires
the presence of a non-zero peripheral constituent. In
terms of symbols a >h where b is a "non-free nucleus"
and a is called a bound peripheral entity. A "bound
peripheral entity is defined as "peripheral immediate
constituent that does not commute with zero". (Mulder,
"Postulates", Def.lBd.).

5. Disjunctive or diverse determination versus

parallel determination:

(1) University of St. Andrews, Linguistics Department
handout, (1977).
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"Diverse determination" is defined as "complex tactic

relation such that two or more peripheral immediate con¬

stituents are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but in

different ways". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l4a.). For

this type of determination we may use the following

notation: (1)

7

An example from English is: "John hit Paul". In this

syntagm "John" and "Paul" are two immediate constituents

sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, e.g., "hit". However,

the relation of "John" to "hit" Is different from the

relation of "Paul" to "hit". That is, if we have "Paul

hit John" the message conveyed will be different from

the message conveyed by "John hit Paul". Hence we

encounter diverse determination. This type of deter¬

mination can be shown as follows:

(2)
John

V

Paul
i7 hit

Conjunctive or parallel determination:

"Parallel determination" is defined as "complex

tactic relation such that two or more peripheral immediate

constituents are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but

it cannot be ascertained that they are so in different

ways". This type of relation can be presented as follows:

(3)

(1) Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l4a.
(2) Ibid.
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An example from English is: "two beautiful girls".

This syntagm can be analyzed into the following I.C.s:

two / beautiful / girls. Of these three I.G.s "girls"

is the nucleus whereas "two" and "beautiful" are peri¬

pheral. That is to say,that "two" and "beautiful" are

sub-ordinated to "girls". Since it cannot be ascertained

that they do so in a different way we encounter parallel

determination. That is, we can have "two girls" as well

as "beautiful girls". This type of relation can be shown

as follows:

[two ; !
- "* , |—>girls
] beautifulj j

"two" and "beautiful" have been put between square

brackets to show that they are expansions, i.e., they

can be replaced by "zero".

6. Occurrence dependency:

In syntax we may distinguish between three types of

occurrence dependency:

i. Occurrence interdepenaency.

ii. Unilateral occurrence independency,

iii. Bilateral occurrence independency.

i. "Occurrence interdependency" is defined as

"relation such that neither of two entities in direct

relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can

occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero"♦

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l2a.). That is, both elements

are dependent on one another for their occurrence.

/ ^ J f
An example from Arabic is: /qata^a rrazulu 1nabla/

«* *

"the man cut the robe". In this syntagm, the transitive
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verb /oataCa/ "cut" cannot occur without having an

object. Similarly the object /laabla/ "the robe"

cannot occur without the occurrence of a transitive verb.

Thus, both the transitive verb and the object are mutually

dependent for their occurrence. This situation rules out

co-ordination, i.e., it may be a case of inter-ordination

or of sub-ordination.

ii. "Unilateral occurrence independency" is defined

as "relation such that one of two entities in direct

relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can

occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero,

but the other one cannot". (Mulder, "Postulates", Def.

12b.).

The relation of peripheral element to a "free nucleus"

offers an example of this type of occurrence dependency.

"Free nucleus" can occur without the occurrence of any

peripheral entity. However, the occurrence of a peri¬

pheral entity depends upon the occurrence of a nuclear

entity.

An example from English is: "the boys" where "the"

for its occurrence depends on "boys" but not vice versa.

This situation implies sub-ordination but not vice versa.

iii. "Bilateral occurrence independency" is defined as

"relation such that each of two entities in direct

relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can

occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero".

(Mulder, "Postulates", Def.l2c_.).
An example from Arabic is: /pibriqun raina nnuhasi

V

kablrin zamllin/ "a large beautiful jug of copper".

In this syntagra /kabirin/ "large" does not depend on
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/zamilin/ "beautiful" for its occurrence and vice

versa. This situation implies co-ordination and vice

versa.

7. Logical order of procedures in syntactic analysis
(l) * ' "

"a. Analysis into immediate constituents.

b. Establishing whether the relation between these
immediate constituents is sub-ordinative, co-ordinative
or inter-ordinative.

c. If sub-ordinative, establishing which of the con¬
stituents is nuclear, and which is peripheral.

d. In case there are more than one peripheral con¬
stituents, establishing whether and, if so, how they
stand in a different relation to the nuclear constituent.

e. Establishing whether a peripheral element is 'bound',
or whether it is an 'expansion'. This operation is
simultaneous with the other operations, as the outcome
of a. ana b., may partly depend on it, but itself depends
on a. and c. As a classificatory device, however, it
comes after e. V»e may say that until all five operations
have been applied, each of the results remains hyper-
hypothetical and connot even be launched as a hypothesis
concerning the phenomena. That is, until stage e. has
been passed, each hypothesis has to be considered as a
mere working-hypothesis.

f» Making an inventory of all types of syntagm that
can be distinguished on this basis, and further classi¬
fying them according to the hierarchical levels on which
they can occur. It is, for instance, clear that a syn¬
tagm such as "very old" is generally speaking of a lower
hierarchical type than "the old man" is, because it
commutes with one of the constituents of the latter, but
not vice versa. The same is true for "the old man",
versus "John hit Paul", as the former commutes with ele¬
ments in the latter, but not vice versa. In a similar
way we can classify words as to their syntactic potential;
e.g., "very" is of a different (i.e., lower) order than
"old", etc."

(1) University of St. Andrews, Linguistics Department
handout. (1977).
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Chapter 1±I

Morphological And Syntactic Complexes

The purpose of this chapter is to provide criteria

by which we can identify morphological complexes and syn¬

tactic complexes as such. Such criteria will enable us

to distinguish morphological complexes from syntactic ones

In addition, they will enable us to distinguish between

true complexes and signs that look as though they may be

complex, but actually turn out to be unanalysable.

This has to be done as a prerequisite for attempting

a syntactic analysis, because while attempting such an.

analysis of, sair, the nominal syntagm of modern standard

Arabic, we find some complex grammatical constituents that

can be either morphological or syntactic. Therefore, the

need for such criteria., i.e., criteria by which we distin¬

guish morphological complexes from syntactic ones, is acut

In order to show the need for such criteria, I shall

give an example from Arabic. The example is: /Palkitabu/

•''the book".

The above instance is a combination of /pal/"the",
^ >■>/kitab/ "book", and the nominative. At first sight, it

seems to be that the above instance is a complex sign as

we are intuitively inclined to think so. However, there

is no formal reason to make us think that the instance in

question is a complex sign. Nevertheless, let us suppose

that the above instance is actually a complex sign. In

such a case we are not able to tell whether it is a mor¬

phological complex or a syntactic one. Were it the case

that the comolex in Question is a syntactic complex
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consisting of /?al/ "the", /kitab/ "book" and the

nominative, we would assign its constituents to different

syntactic positions. In other words, we would e^countefa

certain type of syntactic relation;- between its constitu¬

ents. On the other hand, had it been the case that the

above tentative complex turned out to be a morphological

complex, it would have been assigned to one syntactic

position. That is to say, no syntactic relations would

have been encountered between the constituents of the

given instance.

Since we cannot tell from sight or observation

whether the above instance is a morphological complex or

a syntactic one, if it is a complex sign at all, we need

rigorous criteria by which we can dec\dtwhether a given

sign is a complex one or not, and if it is a complex sign,

whether it is a morphological complex or a syntactic one.

Before I give the criteria which "axiomatic functionalism"

provides for this purpose, I would like to point out what
(1)

has been implied above, that signs can be either simple or

complex. A simple sign is a sign that cannot be analyzed

into two or more constituent signs, e.g., "book". On the

other hand, a complex sign is a sign that can be analyzed

into at least two constituent signs, e.g., "the table".

In what follows, I shall give the criteria by which

"axiomatic functionalism" identifies and distinguishes

morphological complexes from syntactic ones, and I shall

apply these criteria to examples from Arabic as well as

to examples from English. The criteria are the following:

(1} See Hervey and Mulder, (1973) p.41.
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(1)
a) The complex sign. P is a potential constituent.

b) The set X consists of at least two signs. If this
were not the case - and a condition is that each con¬

stituent must be identifiable as a sign with a sign in at
least one other context - then the sign P could not con¬
sistently be said to be complex.

c) The set X contains only simple signs. Honernes are
all simple signs (though not vice versa), and therefore
any complex containing at least one constituent which is
itself a complex sign, cannot be a 'simultaneous bundle of
monemes', by definition. This requirement, as we have
said above, could be restated as a requirement that the
immediate constituents of a 'morphological complex' should
at the same time be its ultimate constituents.

d) The members of the set X (cf simple signs) all stand
in a relation of simultaneity to one another in the com¬
plex sign P. The other alternative, which is that at least
two members of the set X are not simultaneous in P, implies
that they must stand in syntactic relations in that complex
which, in turn, implies that the complex P is a 'syntactic
complex', and thereby directly refutes the hypothesis that
P is a 'morphological complex'."

The first two of these criteria deal with identi¬

fying a potential morphological complex as being, in fact,

a complex sign. The last two deal only with entities that

are already identified as complex signs; they deal with

the complexes in terms of discriminating between syntactic

and morphological complexes.

Needless to say that in application one should follow

the above four steps in succession. When the given entity

goes through one stage we pass it to the next one. We

could not tell whether a given entity is a morphological

complex or a syntactic complex unless we identify it as a

potential grammatical constituent.

In what follows, I shall discuss each of the above

criteria and apply it to as many examples as possible.

(l) Hervey and Mulder, (1973) pp.43-4-4. To criterion (a)
Mulder has recently made the reservation that this holds
except when it by structural necessity corresponds to a
complex sentence. To this criterion Hervey and Mulder
added that the complex must be self-contained.
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(1)
Criterion (a) states that, with certain natural exceptions,

a morphological complex must he a potential constituent

in grammar, and it must he self-contained. If it is dis¬

covered that the given tentative complex is not a potential

grammatical constituent, which, in fact, means that it is

not self-contained, then it does not qualify as a mor¬

phological complex.

By. commutation we can decide whether a given entity

is a potential grammatical constituent or not. Therefore,

if the given entity is a potential constituent in a least

one larger complex, then it is a potential grammatical

constituent. Now, given the entity "shopkeeper", we can

say that it is a potential grammatical constituent since

it is a potential constituent in, say, "the shopkeeper"

where it commutes with "bank manager", "girl" and "door".

Similarly, given the following entity from Arabic:

/^nlkitabu/ "the hook", we can say that it is a

potential grammatical constituent as it is a potential

constituent in, say, /Palkitabu Izadidu/ "the new hook"

where it commutes with /?alaalamu/ "the pen", /?almahna/
"the building", etc. On the other hand, "the black" in

"the black box" is not a potential grammatical constituent

as it is not self-contained.

Criterion (b) states that in order to call a given

grammatical constituent a complex sign, it must consist
.(2).

of at least two signs. The criterion Qy which we deter¬

mine whether a given potential entity is a complex sign

or a simple sign is commutation. If commutation permits

(1) Mulder1s remark.

(2) Hervey and Mulder, ("1973) p.44.



that potential entity to he analyzed into two or more

constituents and each of these constituents can he identi¬

fied as a fully-fledged linguistic sign, then, of course,

it is valid to call that entity a complex of signs.

Before applying the commutation test for any given

potential entity, two points have to he made clear. The

first of these is to avoid pseudo-analysis on intuitive

grounds. The second is to avoid analysis on the grounds

of form alone. Therefore, in order to conduct a valid

commutation v.t must keep it between signs and nothing

else. Furthermore, there must he no residue while attemp¬

ting an analysis of a given potential entity. In other

words, you cannot analyze X, for example, into two signs

plus something else. This kind of analysis is rejected.

This leads us to a further consideration while

applying the commutation test. This has something to do

with the denotational role of the linguistic sign. A

constituent sign is not a mere form hut an element with

a certain form and a certain denotation. This denotation

is a kind of constant function of the given sign. In

fact, it is part of the definition of that sign. This

means that each constituent in the tentative complex sign

can only he identified as a constituent sign only if it

plays a denotational function in the complex of which it

is said to he a constituent. So, if we have a grammatical

complex such as, for example, aHhHc (R stands for in

relation to), then the denotation of the complex as a

whole is a function of the denotation of each constituent

plus the relations that hold between the constituent signs

of the complex in question. That is tc say, each of the
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constituent signs of any complex sign must play a regular

and identifiable role in the overall denotation of the

whole complex.

For example, if we have the complex sign "the tall

girl" we notice that each constituent sign in this complex

is expected to contribute its own denotation to the

overall denotation of the whole complex. The constituent

sign "the" contributes the denotation of "definiteness"

to the whole complex, whereas "tall" contributes the deno¬

tation of a "physical property" to the construction. On

the other hand, the constituent sign "girl" contributes

the denotation of "a type of a female human being" to the

complex in question. The constructional relations, i.e.,

the relations that hold between trie constituent signs of

the complex in question, on the other hand, play their

semantic role in the above construction. They relate the

denotation of "definiteness", the denotation of a "physical

property" and the denotation of "a type of a female human

being" to one another. We conclude that the denotation of

a given complex sign bears some relation to the denotation

of each of its constituent signs plus the relations that

hold between these constituents.

Now suppose that X is a complex sign whose immediate

constituent signs are Y and Z and the constituent signs,

in turn, stand in some grammatical relation (R) to one

another, then this complex can be broken down with regard

to its denotaticnal role as follows:
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(1)
"X"

Y H 2

denotation which denotation
bears

of some of
relation

Y to 2

. denotation which denotation !
Dears !

■ 1
of some of

relation
Z to Y

The whole thing depends on both- Y and Z being

identifiable as signs in X. According to the afore¬

mentioned criterion each of Y and Z can be identified as

signs, if for each of them we find an equivalent complex

in which we have an element formally non-distinct from

each of Y and 2 , taken one at a time, playing the same
t

semantic role. In other words, the context and the con¬

structional relations must be kept constant while com¬

muting one element with another.

Now, I shall give examples to l|/u.strate what has

been said above. Given the sign "bank manager" from

English, we want to know whether it is a complex sign or

a simple one. Of course, we already know that the sign

in question is self-contained and therefore a potential

grammatical constituent. In addition, it occurs in

larger complexes such as "the old bank manager" where it

commutes with "man", "woman", etc. In order to see

whether the sign "bank manager" is a complex sign or not

we commute each of its tentative constituents, taken one

(l) See Hervey and Mulder, (1973) p.4-9.



at a time, with, elements that may occur in the same con¬

text. That is to say, while applying the commutation

test to either of its tentative constituents, we must

make sure that the context together with the denotation

of the constituent we are commuting.are kept constant.

In addition, the constructional relations in the tenta¬

tive complex must be kept constant during the commutation

process. Other-wise, we will be no longer commuting sign

but mere forms. Let us first apply the commutation test

to the tentative constituent "bank" while keeping "manage,

together with the constructional relations that hold

between the tentative constituents constant. By commu¬

tation we will get:
company manager

J0 manager

On the other hand, by applying the same test to "manager"

we will get:
bank employee

he conclude that the requirements of identifying "bank

manager" as a complex sign consisting of the two con¬

stituent signs "bank" and "manager" have been fulfilled.

Having given an example from English to i sllxtatrate
how the procedure of identifying a complex sign from an

unanalysable one works, I shall proceed by giving an

example from Arabic. Now, given the entity /?alkitabu/

"the book" we want to know whether it is a complex sign

or not. We know that the entity in question is self-

contained, therefore a potential grammatical constituent.

It occurs in larger complexes such as /Palkitabu Izadrdu/

"the new book" where it commutes with /?aloalanu/ "the
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pen", /?a90aubu/ "the dress", etc. vVe start of? by

assuming that the sign in question consists of the

tentative signs /?al/ "the", /kitab/ "book" and the

allomorph /u/ of the nominative. Now I shall commute

each of them with other elements while keeping the others

constant. By applying the commutation test to /Pal/
"the" we will get the following:

rs - (1)y? kitabun

Similarly, by applying the commutation test to /kitab/
"book" while keeping the others constant we will get:

?almadrasatu "the school"

palfatatu "the girl"

Palqamaru "the moon"
T

In the same way, by commuting the alloraorph /u/ of the
nominative while keeping /Pal/ and /kitab/ constant we

will get:

? alkitabs

Palkitab

From this we conclude that the sign /?alkitabu/

"the book" is a complex sign consisting of the constituent

signs /pal/ "the", /kitab/ "book" and the allomorph /u/
of the nominative.

Having dealt with the first two criteria, I shall

now deal with the third and fourth criteria which aim at

distinguishing morphological complexes from syntactic ones.

Criterion (c) states that none of the immediate constitu¬

ents of a morphological complex are by requirement allowed

to be a complex sign. This boils down to -vr:.• saying

that all the immediate constituents of a morphological

(l) /un/ and /u/ are allomorphs of one and the same sign,
i.e., the nominative.
( O \ /o / no -r Vt in. q! 1 nn.nvi r\ -? 4- Wo o /-» •» o o 4- •?
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complex are at the same time its ultimate constituents,

i.e., not further analysabie into other*smaller grammati¬

cal constituents.

By commutation we can tell whether the immediate con¬

stituents of a given grammatical complex are at the same

time its ultimate constituents or not. A complex sign has

as many constituent signs as it can he proved by applying

the commutation test. Now suppose 13^ commutation
"foolishly" has been analjrzed into "fool, "-ish" and "-ly"
then it is possible that "fool" and "-ish" belong more

closeljr to one another than either of them does to "~ly".
In other words, on the first level of analysis, "foolish¬
ly" can be analyzed into two immediate constituents:
"foolish" and "-ly". On another level of analysis "fool¬
ish" can be analyzed into two immediate constituents:
"fool" and "-ish". This means that the immediate constitu¬

ents of the complex in question are not at the same time

its ultimate constituents. Therefore, the possibility of

the given complex being a morphological complex may be

ruled out. Yet, we cannot decide that it is a syntactic

complex unless we apply the fourth and final criterion.

Criterion (d) has to do with the type of relation

that holds between the constituents of a given complex.

3y definition, all the constituents of any morphological

complex stand in a relation of simultaneity to one

another. In other words the relations that hold between

the constituents of a morphological complex are symmetri¬

cal ones. On the other hand, the relations that hold

between the constituents of a sjmtactic complex are syn¬

tactic relations. Therefore, when given a grammatical

complex whose type is unknown to us, i.e., we do not know

whether it is morphological or syntactic, we try to find



oat whether the relations that hold between its constitu¬

ents are morphological simultaneity relations or syntactic

relations.

We start off with the assumption that the given com¬

plex is a simultaneous bundle of monemes, i.e., a morpho¬

logical complex. In other words, the relations that hold

between its constituents are relations of simultaneity,

i.e., symmetrical relations. As relations of simultaneity

cannot be positively and directly proved in a given gram¬

matical complex, we try tc bring evidence to refute the

assumption that the given complex is a simultaneous bundle

of monemes, i.e., morphological complex. We do that by

attempting to find or failing to find evidence of syn¬

tactic relations within the given complex. If we find

syntactic relations or potential for syntactic relations

in the given grammatical complex, then it is a syntactic

complex. If, on the other hand, we do not find any

potential for syntactic relations within a given complex,

then that is a sufficient evidence that the given gram¬

matical complex is a morphological complex.

As regards the evidence for trying to find or failing

to find syntactic relations within a given complex,
(1)

"axiomatic functionalism" distinguishes between internal

evidence and external evidence. 3y external evidence we

mean the way the given sign would behave in larger com¬

plexes. By interna.1 evidence we mean looking at the com¬

plex sign from the inside, considering its internal stru-

ture and the possibility of performing certain operations

within the given complex. Therefore, external evidence

(1) See Hervey and Ivlulder, (1973) p»55*
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is used to demonstrate that a given complex is in fact

a potential grammatical constituent. However, external

evidence should not he used to infer the internal struc¬

ture of a given grammatical complex. That is to say, it

should not he used to decide whether a particular complex

sign is internally morphological or syntactic. Whether

a particular complex sign is morphological or syntactic

is a matter of its internal structure only. So the only

evidence we use to determine whether a given complex sign

is morphological or syntactic is evidence that comes from

within the complex sign itself, i.e., internal evidence.

Now if there is internal evidence of syntactic rela¬

tions within a given complex sign, then the complex in

question is a syntactic complex. If, on the other hand,

internal evidence has failed to prove syntactic relations

or the potential for syntactic relations within a given

complex sign, then the sign in question is a simultaneous

bundle of monemes, i.e., a morphological complex. There¬

fore, when given a particular given sign, we start off

with the assumption that it is a morphological complex.

Since we cannot positively prove that the relations •

within the complex in question are morphologically simul¬

taneous relations, we try to refute or to confirm the

assumption that the complex in opiestion is morphological

by finding or failing to find syntactic relations within

the given comulex.
(i)

Reversibility or permutation is one of the tech¬

niques for attempting to refute the assumption that a

(l) See Hervey and hulder, (1973) p. 55.
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given complex sign is morphological. Now given a complex

sign like "office guard", we want to know the type of •

relations that hold between its constituents. First of

all, we already know that the sign in question is self-

contained, therefore, a potential gramma,tical constituent.

In addition, it is a complex sign consisting of the con¬

stituent signs "office" and "guard". The immediate con¬

stituents of the complex sign in question are at the same

time its ultimate constituents. Now, the question is:

are its constituent signs standing in morphological

simultaneous relations to one another or is there any

evidence of syntactic relations or potential for syn¬

tactic relations between its constituents? In order to

answer this question we apply the reversibility test or

permutation. We ask ourselves whether the same constitu¬

ents, i.e., denotationally and formally, of the complex

sign in question can be permuted with one another and

whether that would give us a different construction.

Now, bjr permuting "office" with "guard" in "office

guard" we get "guard office". We notice, here, that

"office" and "guard" have kept their identity constant in

both "office guard" and "guard office". The difference

between the two, i.e., between "office guard" and "guard

office", is a matter of the relations that hold between

the constituents of each of them. That is to say, the

relations between "office" and "guard" in "office guard"

on the one hand, and the relations between "guard" and

"office" in "guard office" on the other, are different.

In other words they are asymmetrical type of relations.

This means that the relation within the complex sign
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"office guard" is not a morphological simultaneous

relation, because by definition a simultaneous relation

is a symmetrical relation. We conclude that the complex

sign in question, e.g., "office guard" is a syntactic

complex and not a morphological one.

Although permutation is the easiest way of demon¬

strating that a given complex sign has a syntactic

internal structure and, therefore, not a morphological

one, absence of permutation does not necessarily mean

that a given complex sign is morphological. The possibi¬

lity is still open for a given complex sign to be syn¬

tactic although we cannot carry out the permutation test

on its constituent signs. An example from English is

"black box". This complex sign is a syntactic complex

although its constituent signs do not permute with one

another in a functional way. Thus, a grammatical complex

may not be reversible and m-«*.y still turnr out to be

syntactic.

If further tests yield negative results regarding

the evidence of syntactic relations within a given com¬

plex sign then the given complex sign is morphological.

Otherwise it is syntactic. The point is that if we find

any potential for relational hierarchy or syntactic

positions within a given grammatical complex, then the

complex in question is syntactic and, therefore, not

morphological. By definition morphological simultaneity

relations do not tolerate any form of relational hier¬

archy or any kind of potential for internal positions

v " _ n , because simultaneous bundles of monemes are

constituted by the simple togetherness of mutually
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symmetrical monemes.
(1)

If, for example, we have the complex sign. X con¬

sisting of the constituent signs a and _b, and we commute

jo with the sign Z, while keeping a constant, in such a

way that S stands in a syntactic relation with respect to

a, then b, which stands in an equivalent relation to a,

must stand in a syntactic relation with respect to a.

Now given the following example from English:

"radio station" we want to know whether this complex

sign has any potential for syntactic relational hier¬

archy or any potential for syntactic positions within it.

If it .has any such potentials then it is a syntactic and

not a morphological complex. The immediate constituents

of the complex sign in question are at the same time its

ultimate ones: "radio" and "station". By commuting

"radio and television" with "radio" we will get the com¬

plex sign' "radio and television station". In this com¬

plex sign the immediate constituents are "radio ana

television" and "station". On another lower level of

analysis "radio and television" is analyzed into the I'.C.s

"radio" and "and television". On the lowest level of

analysis "and television" can be analyzed into the I.C.s

"and" and "television". What is relevant for our purpose

is that on the lowest level of analysis "and" and "tele¬

vision" stand in separate syntactic positions. Con¬

sequently, on the following higher level of analysis,

"and television" must stand in a syntactic position with

regard to "radio". On the highest level cf analysis

"radio and television" must stand in a syntactic position

(l) See Hervey and Mulder, (1973) pp<>57-58»
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with respect to "station". As the relation between

"radio" and "station", on the one hand, is equivalent to

the relation between "radio and television" and "station",

on the other, and the latter being syntactic, then the

relation in "radio station" is syntactic. Therefore, the

complex sign "radio station" is not a simultaneous bundle

of monem.es, i.e., is not a morphological complex, but is

a syntactic complex.

So far the criteria for identifying and distinguish¬

ing morphological complexes from syntactic complexes

have been discussed and demonstrated in such a way that

it will enable us to identify grammatical complexes 'when¬

ever we find them. Following- is a list of items from

Arabic: /kitabun/ "a book"

Now, we want to know which of these items are complex

signs and what kind of complexes they are, i.e., mor¬

phological or syntactic complexes. This can be done by

applying the aforementioned criteria to each of the given

items, taken one at a time. For the time being, let us

assume that the items in question are morphological com¬

plexes. Then we shall try to confirm or refute this

assumption.

First of all the above items are self-contained,

therefore potential grammatical constituents. Now if we

take the item /kitabun/ we can identify two constituent

signs in it. By commuting /kitab/ "book" with other

entities that may appear in the same context while keep-

/Palkitabu/

/sunduquIxasabi/
- 7

/zauzuha/

"the book"

"the wooden box"

"her husband"
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ing /un/ constant we will get:

/ualadun/ "a "boy"

/razulun/ man"

Similarly "by commuting /un/ with other entities or with

its absence, i.e., "zero", while keeping /kitab/ con¬

stant we will get:

/kitah/ 0
This gives us evidence that the sign /kitabun/ is a

complex sign consisting of the constituent signs /kitab/

and the allomorph /un/ of the nominative.

Now having identified two constituent signs in the

sign /kitabun/ we want to see whether the complex sign

in question has any potential for any syntactic relations

within it. If it has such a potential, then it is not

a morphological complex, but is a syntactic complex.

The first technique, i.e., permutation, for dis¬

covering syntactic relations within this complex, does

not apply as the constituent signs of the complex in
be

question Cannotf permuted/* * f:. - r ■ On the other

hand, if we apply the other techniques for discovering

syntactic relations or potential for syntactic relations

within the given complex we will find that no evidence for

any potential of syntactic relations can be shown in the

given complex sign. ,>e conclude that the complex sign

/kitabun/ is not a syntactic complex but a morphological

one.

As regards the element /?alkitabu/ "the book", by

commutation we can identify three constituent signs within

it. By commuting /kitab/ with other elements that may

occur in the same context we will get:
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/palualadu/ "the boy"

/?almar?atu/ "the woman"

/palmadrasatu/ "the school"

Similarly by commuting /pal/ "the" with its absence we
CO

will get: /kitabun/ 0
Now, by commuting the allomorph /u/ of the nominative by-

its absence we will get: /?alkitab/ 0
Thus, we have demonstrated that /?alkitabu/ is a com¬

plex sign consisting of the constituent signs /?al/

"the", /kitab/ "book" and the allomorph /u/ of the nomi¬

native. The immediate constituents of this complex are

at the same time its ultimate one. In this case we have

satisfied criterion (c).

It remains for us to see whether the complex in

question is a simultaneous bundle of monemes or not.

As simultaneity relations cannot be proved positively,

we try to see whether the complex sign in question has

any potential for syntactic relations or syntactic posi¬

tions within it. We do that by applying one of the tech¬

niques I mentioned earlier. These include permutation

and commutation. As the constituents of /palkitabu,/

tiirnotTpermuteav; ; <.■. in a functional way we

apply the commutation test. If we find a constituent

with potential for syntactic relations within it, and this

constituent commutes with any constituent sign of the com¬

plex sign in question, provided that the commutation pro¬

cess is valid, then we will end up by saying that

/Palkitabu/ is a syntactic complex. That is to say,

(1) /un/ and /u/ are allomorphs of one and the same sign,
i.e., the nominative.



the complex will not "be 3 simultaneous bundle of monemes.

As far as I know there is no sign that can be said to be

syntactic which can commute with any constituent sign of

the complex sign /palkitabu/. We conclude that the com¬

plex sign in question is a morphological complex.

As regards the complex sign /sunduau lxasabi/

"the box of wood" it cannot be a morphological complex

because its immediate constituents are not at the same

time its ultimate constituents. The complex sign in

question forms, on the first level of analysis, the I.C.s

/sunduau/ "box" and /ixasabi/ "the wood". On a furthe:

level of analysis /ixasabi/ forms two I.C.s: /l/ "the"

and /xasabi/ "wood". Now if we commute /sunduau ua
» T

kursiiu/ "box and chair" with /sunduqu/ "box" in*
x

/sunduqu Ixasabi/ vve will get the complex sign /sundueu
V /

ua kursiiu Ixasabi/ "the box and chair of wood". This

complex sign forms two I.C.s, on the first level of analy¬

sis. These are /sunduqu ua kursiiu/ "box and chair"v 1

and /lxasabi/ "wood". On another level of analysis

/sunduau ua kursiiu/ forms the I.C.s /sunduqu/ and
t 7

/ua kursiiu/. • On a further level of analysis /ua

kursiiu/ forms the I.C.s /ua/ "and" and /kursiiu/

"chair". On the lowest level of analysis /ua/ and

/kursiiu/ stand in two separate syntactic positions. On

the following higher level' of analysis /ua kursiiu/ must
stand in a svntactic relation with respect to /sunduqu/

T

"box". On the highest level of analysis /sunduau ua

kursiiu" "box and chair" must stand in a syntactic rela¬

tion with respect to /lxasabi/ "wood". As the relation

between /sunduqu/ "box" and /ixasabi/ "the wood", on the
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one hand, is equivalent to the relation between /sunduc^u
ua kursiiu/ "box and chair" and /lxasabi/, on the other,

and the latter being syntactic, then /sunduqu/ in° 7

/sunduciu Ixasabi/ must stand in syntactic relations with3 T

respect to /ixasabi/. That is to say the complex sign

/sunduqu Ixasabi/ "the box of wood" is a syntactic complex.
a T

Now, it remains for us to decide whether the sign

/zauzuha/ "her husband" is a simultaneous bundle of

monemes or not. By commuting the tentative constituent

sign /zauz/ *:nusband" in the sign "/zauzuha/ with other

constituents that may occur in the same context we will

get: /baituha/ "her house"

/©aubuha/ "her dress"

/Pibnuha "her son"

■Similarly by commuting /ha/ "her" in /zauzuha/ with other

elements that may occur in the same context we will get:

/zauzu bnatiha/ "her daughter's husband"

/zauzu lmarpati/ "the woman's husband"

In the same way if we commute the allomorph /u/ of the
nominative with the allomorph /a/ of the accusative we

will get: /zauzaha/
We conclude that the sign /zauzuha/ "her husband"

is a complex sign consisting of the constituent signs

/zauz/ "husband", /ha/ "her" and the allomorph /u/ of the
nominative. In addition, the immediate constituents of

not
the complex sign in question are/at the same time its

ultimate constituents.

In order to see whether the complex sign in question

is morphological or syntactic, we will start off with the

assumption that the given complex is a simultaneous bundle



of monemes, i.e., a morphological complex. If the com¬

plex in Question shows any potential for syntactic rela-- _ ■

tions or syntactic positions within it then it is not

morphological. In order to see whether this complex

sign has any potential for syntactic relations or syntac¬

tic positions or not we will apply the commutation test

and not the permutation test as the constituents of the
be.

given complex Ca;.v\nottpermutedL- 1 . c_:j as-in any

functional sense.

By commuting /ha/ "her" with / .treati saqTqttiha/T t"

"her sister's daughter" we will get the complex sign

/zauau bnati saqiqatiha/ "the husband of her sister's

daughter". The new complex sign forms, on the first level

of analysis, the I.G.s /zauzu/ "husband" and /bnati

saqic^atiha/ "her sister's daughter". On the next lower
level of analysis, /bnati saqiaatiha/ forms the I.C.st 1

/bnati/ "daughter" and /saaiqatiha/. On the following
? T

lower level of analysis, /saaiaatiha/ "her sister" formsi T

the I.O.s /saqlqati/ "sister" and /ha/ "her". Vve noticeT T

that /bnati saaiaatiha/ stands in syntactic relations
T -

with respect to one another. Therefore, it, i.e., /bnati

saaiqatiha/ must stand in syntactic relations with'res-
r t

pect to /zauzu/ "husband" in /zauzu bnati saaiqatiha/.t 1

Since the relation between /zauzu/ and /ha/ in /zauzha/,

on the one hand, is equivalent to the relation between

/zauzu/ and /bnati saaiqatiha/ in /zauzu bnati saalqatiha/,
t t T 1

on the other, then /ha/ must stand in syntactic relations

with respect to /zauzu/ in /zauzuha/. That is to say,

/zauzuha/ is not a morphological complex, but is a

syntactic complex.
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Chapter IV

Positions within the Nominal Syntagm

In Arabic, .just as in many other languages, in normal
(1)

non-elliptical speech, the nominal syntagm can occur on its

own as well as with other syntagms in the language. Normally,
it is subordinated, to some other syntagm, e.g., a predicative

or a functional syntagm. In addition, the nominal syntagm "in

modern standard Arabic can be realized in different ways. One

of these ways is when the syntagm is realized by a single con¬

stituent. An example is:

/^jjlualadu/ "the boy"
As the nominal syntagm can be realized by one constituent, it

follows that the other elements of the syntagm. are expansions,

i.e., they can be left out or replaced by "zero".

Since our study is of a. syntactic nature, i.e., we are

mainly interested in the field of relations that hold.- between

the elements of the nominal syntagm, the above instance of the

nominal syntagm does not help us in setting up an exhaustive

descriptive model for the syntagm.

As the name suggests, the nominal syntagm has as its

nucleus a noun or any element regarded as such. In order to

account for the relations that hold between the elements of

the nominal syntagm I am going to set up a model for this

syntagm. In such a model it is necessary to show the relations

between the nucleus and the peripheral elements. Moreover, the

model will account for any element that might occur in any

insts.nce of the nominal syntagm. If, in an;/ case, it is

(1) For ellipsis see Chapter VII,
(2) For "predicative" and "functional" S3~ntagms see Chapter VI.
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discovered that a constituent of the nominal syntagm cannot

he fitted into the model, it means that the model is inadequate

and has to he discarded or altered.

The model must allow for the maximum realization of the

positions of that syntagm. That is, the syntagm as a des¬

criptive model must he of a sufficient extent to account for

all the elements assigned to positions in it. 3y definition,

the nuclear position is always filled in the nominal syntagm.
*

The peripheral positions may or may not he filled in every

instance of the nominal syntagm, but there must always he

sufficient positions in the model for all these peripheral

elements.

In the following paragraphs I shall give examples of

instances of the nominal syntagm and try to set up a descrip¬

tive model for this syntagm. The following examples may he

helpful for this purpose:

lc /palmadrasatu/ "the school"

2. /palhintu Izamilatu/ "the beautiful girl"

3. /munammadun ha/ia/ "this Mohammad"
v/a

4o /xamsuna radian/ "fifty men"

5o A isruna razulan qauiian/ "twenty strong men"

6. /tia.?ala?i 001a9atu tullahin/ "these three students"

7. /ha?ula?i QGala9una taliban nnasitxna/ "these thirty
« c

active students"

8. /ha?ula?i 17 isruna talihan nnasitina fi Imasbatni/ "these
twenty active students in the swimming pool"

Example 1. is an instance of the nominal syntagm with one

position, i.e., nuclear position. This one-position syntagm

cannot he regarded as an adequate model for the nominal syntagm

in Arabic as it does not account for the whole field of
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relations within the nominal syntagm. As soon as we find

instances of the nominal syntagm with more than one position,

as it is the case in the rest of the examples given above, we

discover that a one-position model cannot be an adequate model

for the nominal syntagm in Arabic, thereby, it must be discarded.

Similarly, a two-position syntagm, as it is the case in examples

2., 3. and 4. cannot be regarded as the model that adequately

accounts for the whole field of relations within the nominal

syntagm in its maximum extent. This can be easiljr shown if we

examine examples 5« and 6. If we try to fit the elements of

these two instances of the nominal syntagm in a two-position

model, we will find that only two elements of each instance

can be fitted into the two-position.model whereas the third

element in each instance cannot be fitted at all. Therefore,

the two-position model must be discarded as it does not ade¬

quately account for the relations that hold between the elements

of the nominal syntagm.

In the same way, a three-position model, as it is the case

in examples 5- and 6., must be discarded as it cannot represent

the nominal syntagm in its maximum extent.

Now if we take example 7. :

/ha?ula?i ©GalaQuna taliban nnasitina/ "these thirty

active students"

as an instance of. the nominal syntagm in its maximum extent, we

would set up a four-position model and label the positions:

"demonstrative", "numeral", "adjectival" and "nominal"

positions. The four-position model can be schematized as

follows: -™-|
Demonstrative- S

V I I

; Numeral ] • > NominalL_. _J |^
| Adjectival
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The model shows three peripheral positions namely the

"demonstrative", the "adjectival" and the "numeral" positions.

These three peripheral positions stand in a relation of sub¬

ordination to the nuclear position, i.e., nominal. As the

three peripheral positions can be expansions, i.e., they can

be replaced by "zero" they have been put between square

brackets.

Now the elements or I.O.s of the aforementioned syntagm

would be assigned to their positions in the model as follows:

Bern. ha?ula?i

Num. |_90ala9una
Adj. I nnas111na •

Norn.

—> taliban

(rem., Num., Adj. and Nom. are abbreviated forms of demon¬
strative, numeral, adjectival and nominal respectively.)

The nominal element is the nuclear element of the syntagm and

is determined by the peripheral elements: /ha?ula?i/ "these",
/GQalaOuna/ "thirty" and /nnasitlna/ "active"

in the 'demonstrative", "numeral" and "adjectival" positions

respectively. Each of these stands in a. relation of sub¬

ordination to the nucleus and each is an expansion to the

nucleus.

Needless to say that in a relation of subordination, we

find one or more elements depend for their syntactic function

on another element. In the syntagm in question the elements

or I.C.s /ha?ula?i/ "these", /GGalaGuna/ "thirty" and

/nnasitlna/ "active" depend for their syntactic function on

/taliban/ "student". That is, in this syntagm, none of the

I.G.s /ha?ula?i/, /69ala6una/ and /nnasltina/ or all can

occur without the occurrence of /taliban/ but not vice versa.
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Since we cannot determine that one of the peripheral I.C.s is

subordinated to the nucleus in a different way from the other,

we have parallel determination. That is we can have:

/ha'?ula?i ttu.llabu/ "these students"

/GalaQuna taliban/

/tulJabun nasituna/

;hirty students"

w.active student:

In order to find out whether this four-position model is

adequate or not we have to apply it to the other examples

given above to see if it adequately accounts tor all the rela¬
tions between the elements of each instance of the nominal

syntagm. If it does in a convincing way then it is an ade¬

quate model, if it does not then it must be discarded and a

new model must be set up and tested. The table below shows

how the elements of the instances given above would be assigned

to the four positions of the model.

The Instances Assigned to the Four-position Model

Demonstrative

1 8

2 0

3 ha<fa

4 0'

5 0

6 ha?ula?i

7 ha?ula?i

8 ha?ula?i

Numeral

0

0

J3

xamsuna

Sisruna

©GalaSatu

Adjectival

0

.atu

0

J3

qauyan

0

GQalaGuna nnasltina
t

(nnasitrnaISisruna

Nominal

Palmadrasatu

Palbintu

muhammadun

razulan

o
,

razulan

tullabin

taliban

taliban

fi Imasbahi)

One of the consequences of the four-position model, is

that the elements occurring in the "adjectival" position in

instance 8. form a single I.C. of the nominal syntagm in



question. That is, on the first level of analysis of the .

syntagm type, /nnasitina/ "active" and /fi Imasbafii/ "in.'the

swimming pool" together, and not separately stand in a

direct relation with the nucleus. On a lower level of analysis

it must "be shown whether they stand in any syntactic relation

with each other. As no direct syntactic relation can be shown

between /nnasltxna/ and /fi imasbahi/ / the assumption that

both elements are of the same position class, and as such form

one 1.0. on the first level of analysis, must be discarded.

Similarly, if we assign the elements /"?i lmasbafii/ to

the "numeral" or the "demonstrative" positions, we cannot show

a direct relation between /fi Lmasbarii/ and /ha?ula?i/ or

between /fi Imasbatii/ and /l^'isruna/ "twenty" on the one

hand and the nucleus /taliban/ on the other. 'That is to say,

in the syntagm in question /fi lmasbalii/ can never form, on

the first level of analysis, one immediate constituent with

either /ha?ula?i/ or /"ISisruna/, . The only relation which

holds between /filmasbaki/, /ha?ula?i/ and /iSisruna/ is

an indirect one via the nuclear element /taliban/.

This shows that our model, i.e., four-position model, for

the nominal syntagm is inadequate since it has not adequately
accounted for all the elements which occur in instances of

the nominal syntagm and the relations which hold between them.

In order to avoid the discrepancy in our model a further

position is required to account for the occurence of elements

such as /fi imasbahi/. • To this position we may give the

label "supplement", Thus the model for the nominal syntagm

has to be set up as follows:



i Demonstrative !
i [ \

I Numeralj
I s. Nominal

I Adjectival]
I

[Suoplementj j
L- "" |

Thus, a five-position model for instances of the nominal

syntagm, i.e., possible realizations of the syntagm, has been

set up. In the following table I shall show how the elements

or I.C.s of the previous instances of the nominal syntagm can

be assigned to their positions in the model:

The Instances Assigned to the Dive-position Model

Demonstrative Numeral Adjectival Supplement Nominal

0 .0 0 0 ? almadrasatu

0 0 Izamilatu 0 Palbintu

haha 0 0 0 muiiammadun

0 xamsuna 0' 0 razulan

0 Sisruna qauiian
»

0 razulan

ha?ula?i 66ala6atu JO 0 tuliabin
t

ha?ul'a? i 06ala©una nnasxtxna 0 taliban

ha?ula?i ISisruna nnasxtina
9

fx*-lmasbati taliban

Having set up a five-position model I shall apply it to

the following instances of the nominal syntagm to see whether

it adequately accounts for all the elements that have occurred
in these instances or not. If it accounts for all the element

in 'the following instances of the nominal syntagm in a con¬

vincing way then.it is adequate. Otherwise it is inadequate

and it has to be discarded or altered. The instances that are

to be accounted for in the model are the following:

1. /kitabu ttalibi/ "the student's book"
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2. /maktabatu lmadrasati/ "the school library"

Two points have to be made clear before assigning the

elements of the above syntagas to their positions in the model.

The first one is that entities in positions in the model of the

nominal syntagm are mutually exclusive. That is to say, we

will not find two immediate constituents of the full syntagm in

any single position except in case of "apposition". On this

basis we can group the elements which occur in the same positions

into classes and label them as position classes. In the

"demonstrative" position, for example, we can either have /hada/

"this", ,/tilka/ "that" or "these", /oaka/ "that1 or /ha?ula?i/

"these" etc. We can group these items into one position class

and call it "the demonstrative position class".

The second point is that the idea of belonging to the same

position class rather than to another can be easily shown by

applying the commutation test. ' That is we commute the given

entity with the other entities that might appear in the same

context. If it commutes with them in the same context then it

belongs to the same position class.

Now, while keeping these considerations in mind, we will

try to fit the following instances of the nominal syntagm into

the model:

1. /kitabu ttalibi/ "the student's book"

2. /maktabatu lmadrasati/ "the school library

In these instances /ttalibi ' "the student" and ,/lmadrasati/
» i '

"the school" are traditionally called "genitive" elements.

It may seem that none of the "genitive" elements in question can

be assigned to any of the aforementioned peripheral positions

as they do not commute with any element that may occur in these

positions. In addition there is no evidence to show that any
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of the "genitive" elements in question stands in any direct

syntactic relation with any element occurring in any peripheral

position. That is to say, none of the above "genitive" elements

would form, on the first level of analysis, one immediate con¬

stituent with any element that may stand in any of the hitherto

established peripheral positions, furthermore, none of the

elements in question can be assigned to the nuclear position as

they are expansions, and by definition the nucleus cannot be an

expansion.

This shows us that" the five-position model is not adequate

as it does not adequately account for some elements, i.e.,

"genitive" elements, that may occur in some instances of the

nominal syntagm. Now, in order to account for the occurrence

of the "genitive" in some instances of the nominal syntagm, a

new peripheral position is to be added. To this position I

shall give the label "possessive". In such a case, a six-

position model would be set up. This model can be schematized

as follows:

| Demonstrative] i
j Numeral

Adjectival; 1^ Nominal
\
1

Possessive] i
—, i

Supplement <
'

I

Consequently, the above instances of the nominal syntagm

namely: l. ./kitahu ttalibi/

2. /maktabatu Imadrasati/

can be accounted for in the model as follows:
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1.

Dem.

Num.

Ad j .

Possessive

Supp.

0

0

Ittalibi
Ll '
&

nom.

kitabu

Dem.

Num.

Ad j

0

P
0

Nom.

-> maktabatu

Possessive

Supp.

i"lmadrasatil I
L_

0

As we shall see below this model, i.e., six-position

model is still inadequate as it does not represent the nominal

syntagm: in its maximum extent. Let us consider the following

example: /hactihi qanadllu zaiti lmar?ati 08al<T©tu laadimatuT T
v ,

llati staratha/

This example could either mean:
(1)
"these woman's oil's three old lamps which she bought" or,

"these woman's three old oil lamps which she bought".

Consequently, we recognize in this example two different

syntagma with two different structures. The question is how

can we account for these two syntagms in the hitherto estab¬

lished six-position model?
/

net us first take /hacThi oanadilu zaiti ImarPati 8©ala0atu

laadimatu llati starath'ha / with the denotation of

"these woman's oil's three old lamps which she bought".

This syatagm can be fitted into the model as follows:

(l) In fairy tales "oil" can possess lames to live in.
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.

(
i

Dem. [ haiihil

Num. ['QGalaGatui
Nora.

Adj. ji q_a d 1mat u i'

_ r] —> qanadilu
Poss. ; zaitif-^marpatyl '
Supp. \ 11at:U-stara tha| i

The model clearly shows that, on the first level of analysis,

we have six immediate constituents. Of these six I.O.s we

have five I.C.s standing in peripheral positions and one I.G.

standing in the nuclear position. Each of the peripheral I.C.s

stands in a relation of subordination to the nucleus /oanadilu/

"lamps". They do so, as far as we can tell, in the same way.

Hence we have the same type of determination, i.e., parallel

determination. That is to say, we can haver

1. /la&ihi Iqanadllu/ "these lames"
r

2. /palqahadTlu G©ala9atu/ "the three lamps"
7

3. /aloanadilu laadimatu/ "the old lames"? f ;

4-. /qanadilu zaiti lmarpati/ "the lamps of the woman's oil"

5. /?al~.aanadilu llati staratha/ "the lamps which she bought"

The model also shows tnat /zaiti lna^Pati/ "the woman's

oil" forms one I.C. on the first level of analysis. On

another lower level of analysis it forms two I.C.s namely /zaiti/
"oil" and /imarpati/ "the woman". Of these /zaiti/

(1) ~
"oil" is the nucleus. Similarly, the i.C. /llati staratha/

"which she bought" forms on another lower level of analysis

the I.O.s /ilati/ "which" and /staratha/ "she bought". 0?

these two /llati/ "which" is the nucleus.

Having fitted the above syntagm into the model, I shall

try to fit the syntagm:

(l) /llati staratha/ "which she bought" is called a functional
syntagm. The functional syntagm will be discussed in Chapter VI.
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/ha/ihi qanadllu zaiti lmar?ati ©6ala©atu laadimatu llati
• T

staratha/ which has the denotation of "these woman's three
old oil lamps which she bought" into the model.

First of all, it would be absurd to fit this syntagra into

the model in the same way we aid with the first syntagm,

because if we do so, we will no longer have two different

syntagms., For this reason, one is inclined to group /qanadllu/
T

"lamps" and /zaiti/ "oil" together as forming one immediate

constituent on the first level of analysis. On this basis the

syntagm in question can be fitted into the model as follows:

Bern. (_haiihij
9©ala6atu■

loadimatu
T

Num.

Adi.
! t

Poss. j lrnar?ati i

Supp.

Nom.

—->|zait oariadilu

[ 11a ti< staratha; I

The model shows that the elements /c^anadilu/ "lamps" and
/zaiti/ 'oil" have been taken as forming one I.G. on the

first level of analysis. Furthermore, the I.C. in question

has been assigned to the nuclear position. In fact, the

elements /zaiti/ and /cyenadllu/ have been grouped together
to form one I.O., on the first level of analysis, as one is

closely
intuitively inclined to think that they are moretreiated to

one another than any other two elements in the syntagm.

Although, from a semantic point of view, it may seem to be so,

from the point of view of syntax it does not seem possible as

we have no formal reason to justify this type of analysis.

Therefore the hypothesis that /zaiti/ "oil" can be assigned

to the nuclear position is refuted.

Similarly, the hypothesis that /zaiti/ "oil" can be
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assigned to one of the hitherto established peripheral positions

is refuted as there is no evidence for any direct syntactic

relation between /zaiti/ on the one hand, and any element

standing in any of the aforementioned peripheral positions, on

the other.

This shows us that the model, i.e., six-position model,

has not adequately accounted for the elements of the syntagm

in question. Therefore, the model has to be discarded and a

new model has to be tried.

Before I set up a new model I would like to establish the

direct tacticrelations that hold between the constituents of

the above syntagm, e.g., /hatihi aanadTlu zaiti ImarPati

©GalaGatu Iqadimatu llati staratha/ which has the denotation
T

of: "these woman's three old oil lamps which she bought".

The direct tactic relations within this syntagm can be estab¬

lished as follows:

between /qanadllu/
T

and /zaiti/

between /qanadllu/
1

and /lmar?ati/

between /aanadTlu/ and ,/00ala6atu/

between /qanadllu/ and /iaadimatu/
r

between /aanadTlu/
7

and /ha«t ihi/

between /qanadTlu/
»

and /llati staratha/

This show:s us that the syn tagm in question is

tion of seven immediate constituents of which /oanadilu/

"lamps" is the nucleus as it is the element on which all the

other elements in the syntagm depend for their syntactic

function. It is only via /aanadTlu/ the other I.C.s stand

in a significant relation to the rest of the syntagm or to

one another. Each of the other immediate constituents is

regarded as a peripheral constituent standing in a relation
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of subordination to the nucleus.

Now if we take this instance of the nominal syntagm to

represent the nominal syntagm in its maximum extent, we would

set up a seven-position model and label the positions:

"demonstrative", "numeral", "adjectival", "substantive",

"possessive", supplement" and 'hominal". This model can be

diagrammatically shown as follows:

Demonstrative |U
_ j

i Numeral I

1 Adjectival
' 1 p.. j— Nominal
Substantive

Possessive|

I Supplement!
j ^4

i

Now, if we try to fit the above mentioned syntagm into

the model, the positions will be filled in as follows:

Dem. : ha-iihl |
Num. : 09ala0atu| I

Adj. : lqadxmatuj Norn.

Sub. fzaltij : ^ qanadilu
7?oss. jlmarPati; ■ 1
Supp. [llatic— starathaj i

;i.i
(Dem., Num., Adj., Sub., Poss., Supp. and Norn, are the
abbreviated forms of the "demonstrative", the "numeral", the
"adjectival", the "substantive", the "possessive", the
"supplement" and the "nominal" positions respectively.)

The model shows six peripheral I.C.s standing in a

relation of subordination to the nucleus. As far as we can

tell, they do so in the same way, therefore, we have the

same type of determination, i.e., parallel determination.
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Having set up a seven-position model, I would like to

test the adequacy of this model "by applying it to as many

instances of the nominal syntagm as possible. Now given the

example: /kutubu tarlxi lmaliki/

how can we account for it in the model? Before I account for

the given example in the model I would like to point out that

the "example" in question has two different denotations.

The first of these is "the king's history books" and the

second is "the books of the king's history". As two different

messages are conveyed by the above example, we must have two

different structures, thereby, two different syntagms.

Let us first take the syntagm /kutubu tarixi Imaliki/

which has the denotation of "the king's history books". The

direct tactic relations within this syntagm can be established

as follows:

between /kutubu/ and /tarxxi/

between /kutubu/ and /imaliki/

On this basis the syntagm has to be cut into three I.C.s,

namely, /kutubu/ "books", /tarTxi/ "history" and /imaliki/
"the king". of these three I.C.s /kutubu/ is the nucleus

as it is the element on which the other elements depend for

their syntactic function. The only relation that holds

between /"tarixi/ and /imaliki/ ps an indirect one via

/kutubu/. Each of /tarTxi/ and /imaliki/ stands in a

relation of subordination to the nuclear element /kutubu/

As the nuclear element can occur on its own, it follows that

the other elements are expansions.

The syntagm in question can be fitted into the model

as follows:
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Bern.

Num.

A A -iA a. 3 •

Sub.

Poss.

Supp.

0

0
0

JbarTxi
Imaliki

0

Nom.

kutubu

Now let us try to fit the syntagm /kutubu tarxxi

Imaliki/ which, has the denotation of "the books of the

king's history" into the model.

The direct tactic relations can be established within

this syntagm as follows:

between /kutubu/ and /tarTxi laaliki/

One may claim that there is also a direct tactic relation

between /tarixi/ and /laaliki/. there is a

direct tactic relation between them. But, this is only true

on a lower level of analysis. The only direct tactic rela¬

tion we may encounter in this syntaga, on the first level of

analysis, is between /kutubu/ "books" on the one hand,

and /tarTxi Imaliki/ "the king's history" - on the other.

In this case the syntagm in question has to be cut into two

I.C.s namely /kutubu/ and /tarTxi Imaliki/. • Of these two

/kutubu/ is the nucleus as it is the element on which

/tarTxi Imaliki/ depends for its syntactic function. Now

we can fit the above syntagm into the model as follows:

Bern.

Num.

Adj.

Sub.

Poss.

Supp.

P
0

0
4

Nom.

kutubu

tarTxi<-jlEialikij

0
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One may ask why has /tarixi Imaliki,/ been assigned

to the "possessive" position rather than to the "substantive"

position? In order to answer this question I have to point

out first that /tarTxi Imaliki/ can never be assigned to

the "demonstrative", the "numeral", the "adjectival" or the

"supplement" positions as the;;- are mutually exclusive. It

remains for us to see why /tarTxi Imaliki/ has been

assigned to the "possessive" position and not to the "sub¬

stantive" position. In the data under investigation it has

been noticed that whenever two I.G.s, apart from the I.G.s

occurring in the "demonstrative", the "numeral", the

"adjectival" and the "supplement" positions, are subordinated

to the nucleus of a nominal syntagm, the two immediately
(1)

follow the nucleus. in addition, the one that immediately

follows the nucleus stands in the "substantive" position

whereas the other stands in the "possessive" position within

the model of the nominal syntagm.

Suppose we have only one I.G. following the nucleus,

apart from the I.C.s that stand in the "demonstrative", the

"numeral", the "adjectival" and the "supplement" positions,

to which position do we assign it? Do we assign it to the

"substantive" position or do we assign it to the "possessive"

position?

This is the case with the syntagm we are dealing with

namely: /kutubu tarixi Imaliki/ which has the denotation

of "the books of the king's history".

In order to see whether the peripheral I.C. /tarixi

Imaliki/ belongs to the "substantive" or to the "possessive"

position the following test is applied: taking /kutubu

(l) Though this is purely a matter of realization we may take
it only as a rule of thumb.
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tarfxi Imaliki/ we try to find whether another element,

apart from the elements that may stand in the "demonstrative",

the "numeral", the "adjectival" and the "supplement" positions,

fcUa'tcan occur immediately after the nucleus /kutubu/ or after

the peripheral I.G. /tarTxi Imaliki/ and see whether this

new element can stand in a relation of subordination to the

nucleus. As far as 1 know no such element can occur after

the peripheral I.G.

However, one may encounter: /kutubu falsafati tarixi

Imaliki "the philosophy books of the king's history" in

which case there are three I.G.s, on the first level of

analysis, namely: /kutubu/, /falsafati/ and /tarTxi Imaliki/
of which /kutubu/ is the nucleus. On applying the previous

statement, i.e., the I.G. which immediately follows the

nucleus stands in the "substantive" position, whereas the

other I.C. stands in the "possessive" position, we conclude

that the I.C. /falsafati/ goes to the "substantive"

position whereas /tarTxi Imaliki/ goes to the "possessive"

position.

So far, it has been shown that when we have two

peripheral I.G.s in the nominal syntagm. that are assumed to

be standing in the "substantive" and the "possessive"

positions, then the two are not equivalent as to the positions

in which they occur, i.e., they belong to two different

position classes. Accordingly, the model of the nominal

syntagm will be schematized as follows:

i Demonstrative j
[ Numeral]
i Adjectival1 |—- > Nominal
t
«Substantive]

Possessive!
rV, -1 1

(Supplement] 1
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The model shows six peripheral positions standing in a

relation of subordination to the nucleus. As far as we can

tell, they do so in the same way, therefore, we have parallel

determination. -Since the nuclear position can occur on its

own, it follows that all the peripheral positions are

expansions.

Prom what has been said we conclude that the nominal

syntagm in modern standard Arabic is a self-contained bundle

of seven positions: a nuclear and six peripheral positions

standing in a relation of subordination to it.
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Chapter V

Different realizations of the nominal syntagm

In the previous chapter I have established the model

of the nominal syntagm as follows:

This model adequately accounts for any element that might

occur in any instance of the nominal syntagm.. In addition,

it adequately accounts for the maximum, extension of that

syntagm. However, it is not necessary for all the positions

of the model to be filled at any instance of the nominal

syntagm. In some cases all the positions are filled whereas

in others some of them are filled and some of them are not,

It is necessary to point out that we must not expect

the constituents that fill the above positions to be

realized successively. That is we must not expect the con¬

stituents that fill the positions of the model of the nomi¬

nal syntagm to be realized in this order: "demonstrative" -

"numeral" - "adjectival" - "substantive" - "possessive" -

"supplement". On the contrary, in some instances of a nomi¬

nal syntagm the constituent (a), for example, follows the

constituent (b) while in other instances of a nominal syn¬

tagm the same constituent (a) precedes the same constituent

(b). In order to clarify what has been said above I shall

) Nominal

rSupplement
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give an example from English:

1. the police "Drought the criminal in;

2. the police brought in the criminal.

In 1. we notice that "in" has followed "the criminal" whereas

in 2. it has preceded "the criminal". Despite the occurrence

of "in" in different places in the above examples, we still

talk about one and the same syntagm. The difference between

the two is a matter of realization. Therefore, we can say-

that here we have got two different realizations of one and

the same syntagm.

This phenomenon, i.e., different realizations of one

and the same syntagm is no less prominent in Arabic than in

English. In fact, we can encounter several cases of differ¬

ent realizations of a nominal syntagm in modern standard

Arabic. If we examine the following examples we will under¬

stand what is meant by different realizations of a nominal

syntagm. The examples are the following:

a) /baitun Sala Ibaiiri zamiiun/

"literally- : a house on the sea beautiful"

b) /baitun zamiiun Tala lbaferi/

"literally : a house beautiful on the sea"

In example a) we notice that the prepositional phrase

/Sala IbaHri./ "by the sea" - has immediately followed its

governing noun, e.g., /baitun/ "house", whereas in example

b) the same prepositional phrase has been separated from its

governing noun, e.g., /baitun/ "house" by the adjective

/zamiiun/ "beautiful". However, both examples represent

one and the same syntagm realized in two different ways.

In order to account for the different realizations of

the nominal syntagm I shall start with the constituents
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that fill in the "demonstrative" position and talk about

their occurrence with regard to the occurrence of the other

constituents that occupy the different positions in the

syntagm whether these positions are peripheral or nuclear

ones.

In modern standard Arabic the "demonstrative" position

is usually filled in by a demonstrative pronoun. Since the

demonstrative pronouns in modern standard Arabic are finite

in number, I am going to put the most frequently used demon¬

strative pronouns in today's standard Arabic in two tables.

In the following table the demonstrative pronouns are equiva¬

lent to "this" and "these" in English:

Table (l)

Number and Case Masculine Feminine

Singular: all cases ha eta haaihi ]

Dua1: Nominative ha feni hatani

Dual: Accusative
and Genitive haaiani

■ i
hatiam

i
i rlural: all cases
!

ha'?ula? i
i

ha?ula?i |]

The demonstrative pronouns in the following table are

equivalent to "that" and "those" in English:

Table (2)

Number and Case Masculine
j

Feminine

Singular: all cases <taka or ialika
1

tilka

Dual: Nominative
J tanika tanika

|
i Dual: Accusative
I and Genitive

, . ...

taxnika tainika

| Plural: all cases . ?ula?ika
.

?ula?ika

However, when used with broken plurals of inanimate

objects /haiihi/ "this" and /tilka/ "that" will have
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the meaning of "these" and "those" respectively. Thus we

may have:

/haiihi l?auraqu/ "literally : this papers", "these papers"
and j,

/tilka l?a»iamu/ "literally : that days", "those days"

The "demonstrative" position in the model of the

nominal syntagm is usually filled in by one of the above

mentioned demonstrative pronouns. However, in some con¬

structions two demonstrative pronouns usually occur in the

"demonstrative" position. In such constructions the two

demonstrative pronouns are often combined by a conjunction.

An example of such a realization will be given later.

In instances of the nominal syntagm where the noun is

determined by .the definite article, the demonstrative

usually precedes the noun.

An example is: /haia Ikitabu/ "literally : this

the book", "this book". This does not necessarily mean

that the demonstrative pronoun can never occur after a noun

determined by the definite article. In fact we can find

instances where the demonstrative pronoun follows a noun

determined by the definite article. An example of this

type of realization is:

/?assazaratu haiihi/ "literally : the tree this", "this tree".

In instances where we have proper names such as

"Mohammad" and "latimah", the demonstrative pronoun follows

the proper name. Thus we will have:

/munaamadun haia/ "literally : Mohammad this", "this Mohammad"
and
/fatimatu;' haiihi/ "literally : MFatimah this", "this latimah"

Similarly, if a noun is determined by a pronominal

suffix, the demonstrative pronoun will be placed at the
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end of the construction. An example is:

/kalbT haia/ "literally : dog my this", "this dog of mine".

When the noun is determined by a proper name, the

demonstrative pronoun will be placed at the end of the con¬

struction no matter which noun the demonstrative determines.

An example of such constructions is: /Vibnu ^amrin hata/
"literally : Son Amr this". In such a case we cannot tell

which noun the demonstrative determines. That is, the above

construction may either mean "this son of Amr" - in which

case the demonstrative pronoun determines the governing

noun "son" - or "son of this Amr" where the demonstrative

pronoun determines the governed noun "Amr". Nevertheless,

the message conveyed by the above example can be known if

we are given the context in which the example has occurred.

Let us suppose that the context in which the above

example has occurred is an answer to the following question:
d

/man min ?abna?i ^amrin tufadilu/ "--hioh son of Amr do

you prefer? In this case, we understand that we have

one "Amr" who has more than one son. Consequently, the

demonstrative pronoun in /?ibnu ^amrin haia/ definitely

determines ,/?ibnu/ "son".

On the other hand, if the above example has been an

answer to the following question: /pibnu ?aii ^amrin

tufaddilu/ "which son of the Amrs do 3rou prefer? then

/?ibnu c, amr in haia/ would only mean "the son of this

Amr"0 In this case the demonstrative pronoun /haia/ "this"
determines the governed noun Aamrin,/ "Amr".

These are not the only constructions in which the

demonstrative pronouns occur. In correlative constructions
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two or more demonstrative pronouns appear. An example of
"(1)

such constructions is: /haiihi Izumlatu feu tilka Izumlatu/

"this sentence or that sentence". Now, one may

ask, how can this instance of the nominal syntagm he accoun¬

ted for in the model?

At first sight, it may seem that the syntagm in question

can he fitted into the model as follows:

dem. [haiihi:
j

num. 0 '
' i |

adj. 0
vI \

sub. O

poss. 0

supp. 0

-V Palzumlatu ?au tilka Izumlatu

Let us for the time being ignore the relations that

hold between the constituents within the "nuclear"position.
The model shows that on the first level of analysis we have

two I.C.s: /haiihi/ on the one hand, and /lzurnlatu ?au
tilka Izumlatu/ on the other. Of these two the latter is

the nucleus of the syntagm in question. In addition, the

model shows that there is a direct relation between' kixdi' hi "

and the rest of the syntagm. In fact, this is not the case;

the only constituent to which /haiihi/ stands in a direct

relation is /izumlatu/ - the first one in the construction.

As a result the above analysis of the syntagm in question

is inadequate as it violates the principle of

Therefore, another analysis has to be attempted and tested.

One is inclined to cut the syntagm, on the first level

of analysis, into the following three I.G.s:

(l) For more about the analysis of such constructions see
Mulder, "Some Difficult Oases in Syntactic Description",
(1978).
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1. /haiihi Izumlatu/ "this sentence"
2. /?au/ "or"
3. /tilka Izumlatu/ "that sentence"

In this syntagm /haiihi lzumlatu/ "this sentence" stands in

a direct relation to /?au/ "or". Similarly, /tilka Izumlatu/
"that sentence" stands in a direct relation to /?au/ "or".

However, the relation between /haiihi Lzumlatu/ and /tilka
lzumlatu/ is an indirect one via / au/. Therefore, it may

seem that /?au/ is the nucleus of the syntagm.

As we shall see below /?au/ cannot be the nucleus of

this syntagra. Ae know that the nucleus of any syntagm is the

identity element of that syntagm. and it determines its dist¬

ribution in higher level syntagms, therefore, it cannot be an

expansion. However, this is not the case with /Pau/ in the

above syntagm. That is to say /?au/ cannot be the nucleus of
Part of

the syntagm in question as it isfan expansion. In order to
part cf

show that /?au/ in the above syntagm is fan expansion I shall

give an instance of a higher level syntagm where the syntagm

in question occurs. The syntagm is: /haiihi Izumlatu

c^asxratun/ "this sentence is short". In this higher level
/ V /

syntagm the constituent /Pau tilka lzumlatu/ "or that sent¬

ence" is left cut, i.e., it is an expansion. Similarly, in

/tilka Izumlatu safcikatun/ "that sentence, is correct" the

constituent /haiihi lzumlatu pau/ "this sentence or" is left

out, i.e., it is an expansion. He notice that in both cases
part °f

//au/ "or" is left out, i.e., it isfan expansion. We con¬

clude that /Pau/ in the syntagm: /haiihi Izumlatu ?au tilka
^ part cf
lzumlatu/ cannot be the nucleus of the S3rntagm as it isfan
expansion.

This shows us that the above analysis of the syntagm
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in question is inconsistent- Therefore, another analysis

has to he attempted. This time the syntagm. is >e cut

into either: haiihi Izumlatu /?au tilka lzumlatu/ , or

haiihi Izumlatu ?au / tilka Izumlatu. With regard to the

message conveyed both analyses are consistent and adequate.

However, we have to choose one of them. Our choice is

determined by the way the syntagm. is realized. V/e notice

that in ordinary speech we tend to stop or pause after

/haiihi Izumlatu/ when we say /haiihi Izumlatau ?au tilka

Izumlatu/ » This is the normal way of saying the syntagm

in question. For this reason we are inclined to choose:

/haiihi lzumlatu/?au tilka lzumlatu/ rather than haiihi

Izumlatu '?au/ tilka lzumlatu.

Having cut the syntagm into two I.C.s, of which

/haiihi lzumlatu/ is the nucleus we are m a position to

account for it in the model as follows

/dem. ! haiihi | i
u- Jl

num.

ad j.

sub.

poss,

supp.

0

0

SS

0

0

K4lzumlati

follows:

/ A/ aem. t r i 1 kaj

num. 0

A ad3'-
a-

/

sub. 0

POSS . J3

supp 0

>Izumla tu

In the correlative construction which I have just

accounted for in the model, we notice that two different

demonstrative pronouns have been used namely /haiihi/
"this" and /tilka/ "that". The former has occurred in the

first part of the construction whereas the latter has

occurred in the second part of the construction. However,

one and the same demonstrative pronoun may occur in both
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parts of such constructions. An example is: /haia ttflu
t i

?au hi.cba rrazulu/ "this child or this man". Furthermore, the

occurrence of both demonstrative pronouns in one part of the

construction rather than the other is ouite common.

example of this type of realisation is: /ha?ula?i ua ?ula?ika

lPatfalu/ "these and those children".

Before I fit this instance of the nominal sjcatagm into

the- model I would like to point out that there is an ellip¬

tical element immediately after /ha?ula?i/ "these". The
(D

elliptical element is /lPatfalu/ "the children". Consequently,

the corresponding syntagm can be established as follows:

/ha?uia?i l?atfalu ua ?ula?ika l?atfalu/. This instance oj

the nominal syntagm can.be fitted into the model as follows:

ha?ula?i;'; ;?'ula?ikaiL -4

su:

poss.

■supp.

/iPatfalu/ has been put in a box to show that it is the ele¬

ment that has been suppressed in realization, i.e., elliptical.

0

J!

nom.

L-s l?atfalu
P ■ i

11
As regards the adjectives and their occurrence in the

(2)
nominal syntagm, we have to distinguish between restrictive

and non-restrictive adjectives. Bestrictive adjectives

usually delimit the noun they modify whereas non-restrictive

adjectives add new aspects or description to it. In some

instances of the nominal syntagm both tjrpes of adjective

appear. In such a case the restrictive adjective usually

(1) For "ellipsis" see Chapter VII.
(2) See Cantarino, Vol. II, (1975), p.48.
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follows the non-restrictive one. An example is: /?arra?iu

ICaaiu l^arabriu/ "literally: the opinion the public the
Arabic", "the Arabic public opinion".

However, in some instances of the nominal syntagm, the

non-restrictive adjective follows the restrictive one. An

example is: /?altiaiatu ISarabiiatu l^ammatu/ "literally:
the life the Arabic the public", "the Arabic public life".

In modern standard Arabic, the adjective always follows

its governing noun, and it is usually immediately after it.

However, in soa*3 cases the adjective is separated from its

governing noun by some other constituents. This is the

case when the noun is determined by a prepositional phrase.

In such a case the prepositional phrase may precede the
/ 1 v' — /

adjective: /baitun sala Ibahri zamxlun/ "literally: a

house on the sea beautiful", "a beautiful house by the sea",

or it may follow it as in: /xamsu?tfalin sicrarin fi
* * W

lnadf^ati/ "literally: five children young in the
gax'den", "five young children in the garden". Thus, a

prepositional phrase in the nominal syntagm may precede or

follow the adjective, but in most oases it follows the

adj ective.

When two or more adjectives are subordinated to one

and the same noun they will follow it. In such a construc¬

tion the adjectives will stand in a relation of co-ordination

one to the other except when they are combined by a con¬

junction. In the following example: ,/?briqun mina nnukasi
kabirun zamllun/ "literally: a jug of copper

large beautiful", "a large beautiful jug of copper", we

have two adjectives, namely: /kabTrun/ "large" and
/ V ^ /
/zamilun/ "beautiful". Both are subordinated to one
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and the same noun, e.g., /pibriqun/ "jug". In addition,
the two adjectives stand in a relation of co-ordination to

one another. The relations within the syntagm. can be

shown in the model as follows:

deal,

num.

0

0

adj. j zamxlun «s j kabxrun^

suop.

sub.

poss,

mina g„

0

_ nnuiiasi

nom.

Pibrxc^un

However, a relation of co-ordination is not the only

type of syntactic relation we find in the "adjectival"

position. In some instances of the nominal syntagm, we may

encounter a relation of subordination holding between the

constituents of the "adjectival" position. An example is:

/qisasum qasiratun ua mumtiCatun/ "literally: stories
I * « T ' J

short and interesting", "short and interesting stories".

This instance of the nominal syntagm forms, on the first

level of analysis, two I.C.s, namely: /cpsa^un/ "stories"•' r" • a 1'
and /oasxratun ua mumtiTatun/ "short and interesting".

T * 0

The former I.C. stands in the "nuclear" position within

the model of the nominal syntagm whereas the latter stands

in the "adjectival" position. On another level of analysis,

the 1.0. that stands in the "adjectival" position forms two

I.G.s: /qasiratun/ "short" and /ua mumti^atun/ "and

interesting", of which the latter stands in a relation, of

subordination to ,/aasiratun/ "short". At a further level

of analysis /ua mumti^atun/ "and interesting" forms two

I.G.s of which /ua/ "and" is the nucleus. Thus, the

whole relations in the above syntagm can be shown as follows



"nuclear" position "adjectival" position

aisasum qasfratunV—fua 4— mumti^atun
t J » v L 7 k- -<

This shows us that a relation of subordination may be

encountered within the "adjectival" position.

When the noun is determined by another following noun

together with an adjective, the adjective will occur at

the end of such a construction. An example is: /kutubu
ttarlxi lqadimatu/ "literally: books the history the

old", "the old books of history"., Similarly, when the

noun is determined by a pronominal suffix together with an

adjective, the adjective will be placed at the end of the

construction. An example is: /kitabi lzadldu/ "literally

book my the new", "my new book".

When the noun .is determined by a numeral together with

an adjective, the numeral always precedes the adjective.

An example is: /xarnsu banat.in kibarin/ "literally: five

girls old", "five old girls".

Up to now we have seen instances of the nominal syn~

tagm where one or more adjectives modify one and the same

noun. In both cases, i.e., whether the noun is determined

by one adjective or by more than one, the adjectives always

follow the noun they modify. Furthermore, if two or more

adjectives modify one and the same noun, they will stand in

a relation of co-ordination with one another unless they are

combined by a conjunction.

However, in some instances ox the nominal syntagm we

may have one adjective determining two or more preceding

nouns. In this case the adjective will follow the last noun

but it will agree with all the preceding nouns. An example

is: /Palkitabu ua Ic^alamu lzadidani/ "literally: the
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boo£ and the pen the new", "the new book and the new pen",

In this instance of the nominal syntagm, the adjective

/lzadldani/ is in the dual, therefore, we can say that it

determines the two preceding nouns rather than one of them.

The relations between the constituents of the syntagm can

be shown as follows:

"Adjectival" position. "Nuclear" position ~

1 zadxdani <- i palkitabuJ <=—-/ua <—- Iqalamu^
| . -J

"the new" "the book" "and the pen"

As regards the way in which the constituents that fill

the "substantive" and "possessive" positions are realized,

the constituents that fill the former immediately precede

those which fill the latter. These, in turn, i.e., the

constituents that fill the "substantive" and "possessive"

positions, immediately follow their governing noun. The

governing noun can never be separated from its governed

noun whether the latter stands in the "substantive" or

"possessive" positions. This is still a strict rule in

Arabic. An example of this type of realization is:

/?aszaru naxli ssatira?i/ "literally: trees calm the
« *

desert", "the desert's palm trees, or the palm trees of the

desert"0

This instance of the nominal syntagm can. be fitted

into the model as follows:

Q.8m . rx

;

num. J3 nom.

adj. 0 - > Pdszaru

sub. [naxli
poss. '.ssatxra?i
supp. 0
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As regards the grammatical categories that fill in the

"substantive" and "oossessive" positions, they can be either
(1)

substantives or elements regarded as such.

In the data under investigation it has been noticed

that the constituent that stands in the "possessive"

position may be determined by other constituents. That is

to say, we may encounter a certain type of syntactic

relations within the "possessive" position. An example is:

/tab^atu haia Ikitabi/ "the edition of this book".

This syntagm can be fitted into the model as follows:

dem. 0

num. 0

•

noa.

adj. 0 -v tab'iatu

sub. 0

y Ikitabi |
supp. * J

The model shows that, on the first level of analysis, we

have two I.C.s: /tab^atu/ and /hata Ikitabi/ of which

/tabTatu/ is the nucleus. At another level of analysis

/haia Ikitabi/ forms two I.C.s: /haia/ and /ikitabi/
Of these two /ikitabi/ is the nucleus. The model also

shows that there is a relation of subordination between the

constituents that have occurred in the "possessive"

position. We conclude that a relation of subordination may

be encountered between the constituents that stand in the

"possessive" position of the model of the nominal syntagm.

In some instances of the nominal syntagm we may have

several nouns standing in the "possessive" position.

(l) "Substantives" is used here in the traditional sense.
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Between these nouns we may encounter a relation of sub¬

ordination. An example is: /tiadiaatu pazhari madrasati
?

banati qariati ssiaxi/ "the flowers garden of the

school of the girls of the sheik's village!!®

This syntagm can be fitted into the model as follows:

asm. jgf
!
I

num. 0

■adS- P Wlaattt
r

_ q ! ^sub. i^azhari!
!/// vV, \ \ _ \ ~*l

poss. il l ssiaxi) qariati/—> banatimadrasati
I \\\ / ' 7 y J

supp. 0

It is clear in the model that, on the first level of

analysis, /madrasati banati qariati ssiaxi/ "the school

of the girls of the sheik's village" forms one I.C.
•j—

standing in a relation of subordination to /nadioaty/

"garden". On the second level of analysis /banati qariatiT
VV . , /

ssiaxi/ forms one I.C. standing in a relation of sub¬

ordination to /madrasati/ "school". On the third level

of analysis /qariati ssiaxi/ forms one I.C. standing in
I

a relation of subordination to /banati/ "girls". Finally

on the fourth level of analysis /ssiaxi/ "the sheik"

forms one I.C. that stands in a relation of subordination

to /qariati/ "village".
i

From this instance of the nominal syntagm we conclude

that in some instances of the nominal syntagm we may have

a long chain of nouns in the "possessive" position standing

in a relation of subordination one to the other.

However, there is a tendency in Arabic to avoid long

chains of successive nouns by using a prepositional phrase!

Thus, instead of saying: /cmrfatu mutiami ma&kamati
d-
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/|?isti? na.fi/ "the advocates' chamber of the Appellate
Court" we can say: /qurfatu ImutiamTna bi maiikamati

or

lPistiP"nafi/ "the advocates' chamber in the Appellate

Court".

In some instances of the nominal syntagm the adjective

may determine the governed noun - whether this noun stands

in the "substantive" or "possessive" positions - rather

than the governing noun. In such a case, it is easy to

distinguish the adjective, that determines the governed noun

from that which determines the governing one because the

adjective follows the noun it determines in case, number

and gender. And as we know that the governing noun in the

nominal syntagm is always in the nominative case whereas

CI I f • \AJlfejxt follows

that we can tell which noun the adjective determines from

the agreement, i.e., concord, between the adjective and its

noun. Thus, in: /kitabu tarTxin c^adimin/ "a book of
old history" we know that /aadimin/ "old" determines

/tarTxin/ "history" and not /kitabu/ "book" as it

agrees with the former in case, number and gender. On the

other hand, in: /kitabu tarTxin qadlmun/ "an old book

of history" /c^adlmun/ determines /kitabu/ and not
/tarTxin/ as it agrees with it, i.e., with /kitabu/, in

case, number and gender.

However, in some cases this distinction, i.e., the

distinction between the adjective that determines the

governing noun and the one that determines the governed

noun, becomes difficult especially if the nominal syntagm

is subordinated to a functional, i.e., a preposition. In
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this case, the governing noun, the governed noun and the

adjective will be in the dative. Consequently, it is

difficult to decide whether the adjective determines the

governing noun or the governed one. Thus, in: /fx baiti

bniha lkabxri/ "literally: in the house her son the

old", it is difficult to decide whether /ikabiri/ "the

old" determines /baiti/ "house" or/ "son". In

such a case, there is no grammatical rule, but only the

context, to distinguish the adjective which determines the

governing noun from that which determines the governed one.

In some instances of the nominal syntagm we may have

two adjectives; one determining the governing noun while

the other determines* the governed one. In such a case,

the adjective which determines the governed noun will

immediately follow it, and it will precede the adjective

that determines the governing noun. An example is:

/tarTxU llugati lCaratiiati l^adimu/ "literally: history
language Arabic the old", "the old history of the Arabic

language"„
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Chapter VI

The relationship of the nominal syntagm
with other syntagma in Arabic

In this chapter I shall deal with the relationship of the

nominal syntagm "with other syntagma in modern standard Arabic.

That is to say, the study will include the occurrence of the

nominal syntagm with respect to the occurrence of other syn-

tagms in Arabic. The relationship of the nominal syntagm will

be studied with regard to the following syntagms:

1. The predicative or non-verbal syntagm.

2. The verbal predicative syntagm.

3. The functional syntagm, i.e., the syntagm that has a

"functional" as its nuclear element (see below).

1. The relationship of the nominal syntagm with the predicativ

syntagm:

The nominal syntagm may accompany the predicative syntagm

in modern standard Arabic. It occupies the "subject" position

of this syntagm. The relation between the two is that of sub¬

ordination in which the nominal syntagm is subordinated to the

predicative one. 'That is to say the predicative syntagm

governs the nominal one. This relation can be shown as follow
f ' :
' Nominal j —> Predicative

Since the nominal syntagm occupies the "subject" position of

the predicative syntagm I shall refer to them as:
j-

^

j Subject i —-> rredieativei i

An example from Arabic is: /PalfiadToatu zamilatun/

"literally : the garden beautiful", "the garden is beautiful".
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In this syntagm, i.e., predicative syntagm, / Palkadiqatu /
"the garden" stands in a relation of subordination to

/zamTlatun/ "beautiful". That is to say,we cannot have

/?altiad1aatu/ without having /zamTlatun/ but not vice

versa. As /zamliatun/ can occur on its own as an instance

of the predicative syntagm, it follows that /Palhadiaatu/ is

an expansion, i.e., it can be replaced by "Kiero". Since

/zainilatun/ ±s the identity-element Cof the syntagm. in

question, it is the nucleus of the syntagm. 'The relationship

between the immediate constituents of the syntagm in question

can be shown as follows:

l Subject Predicative
r" r —i
jptVlnadiqatu' - > zamTlatun
U • J

(dT ya tu/ has been put between square brackets to show
that it is a peripheral entity that is an expansion.)

The "nuclear" position of the predicative syntagm can be
(1)

filled by an adjective as it is the case in the above example

or by a prepositional phrase: /Palkitabu ala ttauilati/

"literally : the book on the table", "the book is on the table".

or by a noun: /mukammadun razulun/ "Mohammad is a man".

In some instance of the predicative syntagm the verb
. (2)

/kana/ "was" may be deployed as a copulative verb joining

the subject to its predicate. In such a case the copula always

determines the predicative. An example is: /kana Ibakru
ma?izan/ "literally : was the sea stormy", "the sea was stormy".

The relations between the immediate constituents of the syntagm

in question can be shown as follows:

(1) The terms "adjective", "prepositional phrase" and "noun"
are taken in the traditional sense.

(2) Other verbs may bemused as copulative verbs such as
/Pascatia/ "became", /sara/ "became to be", /laisa/ "not to be",

^ 7 CJ 7 7

etc.
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Subject "Copula Predicative

j~\ bfrv uj—y j^pana] —> ma? izanj
It often happens -tha-fe the subject is separated from its

predicate by the pronoun of the third person which has been

called "the pronoun of separation" by Arab grammarians. This

pronoun is normally used to lay more emphasis or to clarify '

the subject. Prom a syntactic point of view, this pronoun,

i.e., the pronoun of separation, stands in a relation of

apposition to the subject. An example is: ./landau hia l^asimatu/
"literally : London, it, the capital", " London, it, is the

capital".
The relation between the immediate constituents of this

syntagm can be shown as follows

Subject Predicative
(1) - . r_ J\ landan - Ma * iSasmatu

The normal word order in the predicative syntagm is

subject - predicative. However, sometimes for stylistic

reasons the word order may change to become predicative -

4- " . /marTdatun Ma/ "literally : ill she", "she isbUiJJcUu c3,b Xil» • ^ 7

ill".

This has been done to lay more emphasis on the predicative

/marTdatun/ "ill". This word order, i.e., predicative -

subject is common when the subject is not definite and the

predicative is a prepositional phrase. An example is
h „ 4! -r/fi Ihadfqati razulun/ "literally : in the garden a man",

"there is a man in the garden".

The relation between the immediate constituents of this syn¬

tagm can be shown as follows:

(l) The dash between /landan/ and /hda./ indicates a relation
of apposition between the two.
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Predicative Subject
/' * ^ p g -|

^fi^-lnadiaatij <- |razulun|
The I.C. which has occurred in the "predicative" position

forms two I.C.s, on a lower level of analysis, namely /fi/
"in" and /ihadiaati/ "the garden". of these two I.C.s

/fi/ is the nucleus.

2. The relationship of the nominal syntagm with the verbal

predicative syntagm:

Arab grammarians draw a distinction between nominal

sentences and verbal sentences. To them a nominal sentence

is a sentence that begins with a noun whereas a verbal sen¬

tence is a sentence that begins with a verb. Thus, they would

call /zaidun iaktubw/ "literally : Zeid writing", "Zeid is

writing" a nominal sentence as it begins with a noun.

However, if the word order of the above example is reversed,

it becomes: /iaktubu zaidun/ "literally : writing Zeid",

"Zeid is writing". In such a case the Arab grammarians

would no longer call the resultant sentence a nominal sen¬

tence, but they would call it a verbal sentence as it begins

with a verb.

In the first place I would call the above example a syn¬

tagm rather than a sentence since I am dealing with the former

and not with the latter. Sentences are dealt with on the

sentential level. In the second place, I do not accept the

distinction made by the Arab grammarians between: /zaidun
iaktubu/ "literally : Zeid writing", "Zeid is writing" and

/iaktubu zaidun/ "literally : writing Zeid", "Zeid is writing".

In my opinion, the above examples are not two different

syntagms. In fact, they constitute one syntagm realized in

two different ways. Whether the subject precedes its predicate
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or follows it is not structurally relevant to the syntagm in

question. The word order of the syntagm in question is a

matter of realization rather than of structure. I vjould call

this type of syntagm a "verbal predicative syntagm" owing to

the fact that its nuclear nosition is always filled by a verb.
(1)

With regard to transitivity of the verb in the verbal

predicative syntagm vve may encounter the following types of

such a syntagm:

a) Intransitive verbal predicative syntagm:

In this type of syntagm the verb cannot hate an object. An

example is: /nama ttiflu/ "the child sleet".
%. J *■

We may establish a model for such a type of syntagai as follows:
r 1
(Subject* i verbal credicative
w J a

The above instance of the verbal predicative syntagm can be

fitted into the model as follows:

subject verbal predicative

ttiflu -> nama
L-.4 * —*

As the nuclear element can occur on its own it follows that

the peripheral element is an expansion, i.e., it can be

replaced by "zero". That is in the syntagm in question the

I.C. /nama/ "slept" can occur on its own as an instance of

the verbal predicative syntagm.

b) Non-transitive verbal predicative syntagm:

The verb here may have an object, but the object is an

expansion. An example is: /?akala ddai fu tta^ama/ "the

guest ate the food".

The relations between the immediate constituents of this

syntagm can be shown as follows:

(1) For more about transitivity see Mulder's Sets ana Relations,
in Phonology (1968) p.77.
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(!) --rr-;
Subject ddaifu verbal predicative

Object ftta^amaj > ?akala

The model shows two peripheral 1.0.3 standing in a relation of

subordination to the nucleus /pakala/ "ate". Since it

cannot be ascertained that they do so in different ways we

encounter parallel determination. Unlike the predicative

syntagm in English where we encounter diverse determination.

In the English predicative syntagm: "John hit Paul" there

are three I.C.s namely: "John", "hit" and "Paul". Of these

three "hit" is the nucleus. In this construction "John" and

"Paul" separately stand in a relation of subordination to

"hit". They do so in different ways, hence, we have diverse

determination. That is "John hit Paul" is different from

"Paul hit John". This type of determination, i.e., diverse

determination can be shown in the model as follows:

Subject John : Predicate
l hit

Object Paul

This is not the case in the verbal predicative syntagm

in Arabic. That is to say the only type of determination we

encounter in the verbal predicative syntagm in Arabic is

parallel determination. In Arabic, semantically speaking, it

makes no difference whether we say: /pakala ddaifu tta^ama/

or /?akala ttaS'ama ddiafu/ or /PattSama pakala ddiafu/.

c) Transitive verbal predicative syntagm:

The verb in this type of syntagm has an object. An example

is: /oata^a laiuzari^u ssazarata/ "the farmer cut the tree".

The object here is obligatory, i.e., it cannot be an expan¬

sion. Hence it is a peripheral bound entity. The relations

(l) The I.G.s that have occurred in the "subject" and "object"
positions have been put between square brackets to show that
they, are expansions.
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between the inniediate constituent of the syntagm can be shown

as follows:

subject 'ImuzariSul , verbal predicate

object ssazarata ' oata^a
! T •

d) Complementary transitive verbal predicative syntagm:
(1)

The verb here must have an object and a complementary lObject.

An example is: /ua'da^a ttalibu lkitaba ^alattauilati/ "the

student put the book on the table".

We may establish a model for such a type of syntagm as follows

subject ttalibu

object lkitaba u^uada^'a

complementary object S alas-ttauilati

The complementary object, i.e., Aala ttauil-ati/ "on the
table" is a syntagm on its own. It is called functional

syntagm (see below).

e) Complementary intransitive verbal predicative syntagm:

In this type of sjmtagm the verb cannot have a direct object

but it must have a complementary object. An example is:

/iahaba lmu^allimu ?ila Imadrasati/ "the teacher went to

school".

A model for this type of syntagm may be set up as follows:

Subject lmu^allimU; \/erbal predicate
Complementary object pilav-lmadrasataST v <±ahaba

f) Indirect transitive verbal predicative syntagm:

The verb here must have a direct object and an indirect one.

An example is: /?a^ta lmu^allimu ttaliba lkitaba/ "the
teacher gave the student the book".

We may set up a model for this type of syntagm as follows:

(1) A complementary object is usually introduced by what is
traditionally called a prepositional phrase.
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:

. _i i.
1 •

direct object lkitaba i verbal oredicate
_

. \
indirect object tfcaliba \ ?c\-Sta

i

[.

Having discussed the types of the verbal predicative

syntagm in modern standard Arabic, it remains for us to talk

about the relation- of the nominal syntagm with this type of

syntagm, i.e., verbal predicative syntagm. In the instances

of the verbal predicative syntagm which I have cited above,

we notice that the "subject" position is always filled by a

nominal syntagm. That is to say the nominal syntagm occupies

the "subject" position in the verbal predicative syntagm. As

it has been shown above, it stands in a relation of sub¬

ordination to the nucleus, therefore, it is peripheral to

the nucleus. As the nominal syntagm which occupies the

"subject" position of the verbal predicative syntagm can be

replaced by "zero", it is an expansion. That is'why it has

been put between square brackets.

This is not the only position which the nominal syntagm

occupies in the verbal predicative syntagm.. It may also

occupy the "object" position in such a syntagm. In this case

it can be either an expansion, i.e., it can be replaced by

"zero" as in: /pakala rrazulu rraqTfa/ "the man ate the loaf

subject rrazulu ! verbal predicate

ooject jrraqlfa ^ Pakala
»-• or i

or a.peripheral bound entity, i.e., a peripheral entity that

cannot be reolaced by "zero" as in: /tasallaaalairdu
t r

ssazarata/ "the monkey climbed the tree"

subject ; lairdui verbal oredicate
L t _J i

>

object ssazarata tasallaaa
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la both cases, i.e., whether the nominal syntagm in the

"object" position is an expansion or a peripheral bound

entity, it stands in a relation of subordination to the

nucleus.

The normal word order in the verbal predicative syntagm

is verbal predicate - subject - object. An example is:

/kataba zaidun rrisalata/ "literally : wrote Zeid the letter",

"Zeid wrote the letter".

Another common word order of the verbal predicative syntagm

is: subject - verbal predicate - object. An example is:

/?alcittatu ?akaiat lfa?ra,/ "literally : the cat ate the

mouse", "the cat ate the mouse".

Sometimes, for stylistic reasons the object precedes both

the verbal predicate and the subject. An example is:

/?assatilfat£t qaraVa muhammadun/ "literally : "the news-* • 7

paper read Mohammad", "Mohammad read the newspaper".

We may also encounter verbal predicate - object - subject

as another different realization of the verbal predicative

syntagm in Arabic. An example is: /bana Imadrasata

Imuhandisuna/ "literally : built the school the architects",

"the architects built the school".

However, this type of realization is rare in modern standard

Arabic.

3. The relationship of the nominal syntagm with the func¬

tional syntagm:

I shall start off by giving "examples of the functional

syntagm:

i. ,/fi lbiati lkabXri/ "in the big house"
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ii. /?ala ss5ti?i/ "on the beach"

iii. /mitia l^arbi/ "from the west"
These examples are called functional syntagma as the

(1)
nuclear position of each of them is filled by a functional.

We can set up a model for this type of syntagm as follows:

functional^ — complement

The model shows two positions: a nuclear and a peripheral.

The nuclear position is always filled by a functional, e.g.,

a preposition or a relative pronoun, whereas the complement

is filled by a nominal syntagm or by a veioal predicative

syntagm.

Consequently the syntagm: /ii Ibaiti IkacTri/

"in the big house"can be fitted into the model as follows:
\

position in the functional syntagm. In order to show that

the functional is the nuclear element in the functional syn¬

tagm I shall give an example of a higher level syntagm and

tr-j to establish the direct and indirect relations between

the constituents of the syntagm. The example is:

(l) "Junctionals" are entities like prepositions, relative
pronouns or some other particles such as / ?i<fca/ "if" and
/lau/ "if " in Arabic. Por more about "functionals" see
Martinet, Elements of General linguistics, p.124.
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/taskun fi lbaiti IkabTri/ "she lives in the big house".

The relation between /fi/ "in" ana /lbaiti/ "the

house" is a direct relation whereas the relation between

/fi/ "in" and /lkabxri/ "the big" is an indirect one

via /lbaiti/ "the house". On the other hand the relation

between /lcaiti IkabTri/ "the big house" and /taskunu/
"lives"- is an indirect one via /fi/ "in". This gives

us evidence that in /fi lbaiti lkabiri/ /fi/ is

the nucleus as it determines the distribution of /lbaiti
lkabiri/ "the big house" in higher level syntagms. In

other words the functional in the functional syntagm. is the

nucleus whereas the complement is the peripheral. In terms

of occurrence dependency both the functional and the com¬

plement in the functional syntagm are interdependent on one

another.
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Chapter VIl

Ellipsis in the Nominal Syntagm

(1)
"Ellipsis" is defined as 'defective realization of a

syntagm, such that one or more of its constituents are not

realized at the utterance level". The utterance level, i.e.,

the level at which the syntagm is realized, represents the

superficial manifestation of the underlying structure. That

is, on the utterance level we may have utterances such as

"John cooked and Peter ate it". This utterance is regarded

as a well-formed sentence. However, such an utterance does

not form a well-formed syntagm on the syntactic level.

Therefore, in a syntactic analysis, the sentence-base must be

well-formed as it corresponds to a syntagm. Thus, while

ellipsis is not an issue on the syntactic level, i.e., it

does not occur on this level but on the utterance level, it

is necessary to recognize ellipsis when it occurs, i.e., to

recognize that; a sentence-base as it corresponds to a syn¬

tagm is defective. Otherwise, our syntactic analysis will

be inadequate since the proper identification of the syn¬

tactic entities will be affected.

Nevertheless, one must not confuse ellipsis with some¬

thing else namely "zero" realization. In the case of."zero",

i.e., when a peripheral element that is an expansion is left

out, the message conveyed will be affected by its inclusion

or omission. However, this is not the case in ellipsis, i.e.,

leaving out the element has no repercussions for the message

conveyed. That is, in "Peter plays" and "Peter plays tennis"

(l) Mulder, Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism, Def. 21.
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we recognize two different messages, therefore, the former

is not elliptical, whereas, "Jane cooked and Peter ate it"

is elliptical since the message conveyed will not "be

affected if the element left out , i.e., "it", is included.

It is necessary to point out that in ellipsis, the

elliptical element or elements are recoverable. That is we

must make sure that we can know exactly what and where

ellipsis is. In other words the corresponding syntagm can

be precisely established and analyzed.

In the "nominal syntagm" of modern standard Arabic, there

are some conventions for the usage of ellipsis. However,

these conventions are not strict rules. In the following

paragraphs I shall refer to the cases in which ellipsis

occurs in the nominal syntagm of modern standard Arabic.

It is typical for the numbered noun in some instances

of the nominal syntagm to be left out in realization, i.e.,
be

the numbered noun may/elliptical. An example is:

/talibatani ?au ©ala&an/ "two students or three ( )"

In the utterance in question we may recognize an elliptical

element after /©alaQan/ "three". As regards the syntagm

which may correspond to this utterance, it can be precisely

established, i.e., we can say exactly what and where the

ellipsis is. Therefore, the corresponding syntagm may be

established as follows: /talibatani ?au ©alaSu talibatin/
j «- i *

"two students or three students".

(The line indicates the element that has been left out in

realization.) This syntagm can be fitted into the model

as follows:
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Nominal

~m talibati.nlr-^ ?aul>

Demonstrative 0

Numeral SGalaeu;

Adjectival 0
Substantive 0

v Possessive 0
\ Supplement 0'
The box indicates 'the element that has been left out in
realization, i.e., the elliptical element.

We may also have ellipsis in constructions such as:

/ha?ula?i ua pula?ika iPauladu/ "these and those boys".

In this utterance we may recognize an elliptical element after

/ha?ula?i/ "these". The elliptical element is /lPauladu/

"boys". Thus, the corresponding syntagm can be recon¬

structed as follows: /ha?ula?i lpauladu ua ?ula?ika

l?auladu/ "these boys and those boys".

This syntagm can be fitted into the model as follows
/

\\

/ dem.

num.

adj.

sub.

poss.

1 ha?ula?i]/

0

0
0
0

SHOP. (P

\\

Pularika

5D

0

0

0
0

nom.

1? auladu

(The box indicates the suppressed part in the realization.)

We notice that the nuclear element of the syntagm has been

left out in realization. Therefore, we may say that in some

cases of ellipsis the nuclear element of the syntagm may be

left out in realization.

In addition to the above cases of ellipsis in the

nominal synlagm we may also have other ones. Thus, given
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the following utterance: /kutubu ttarTxi ua l?adabi/

"books of history and of literature".

we may recognize an elliptical element immediately preceding

/lbadabi/ "literature". This element is /kutubu/ "books".
In this case the corresponding syntagm can be established

as follows: /kutubu ttarixi ua kutubu l?adabi/

(The underlined element has been left out on the utterance

level.)

Another instance where we may have ellipsis is:

/?annisa'fu fl~ muduni misra ua quraha/ "women in Egyptian
• *1

cities and Egyptian villages".

In the above utterance we may recognize-an elliptical ele¬

ment immediately after /ui\/ "and". The elliptical element

is the preposition /fl/ "in". Consequently the correspond¬

ing syntagm can be established as follows:

/pannisa?u. ff muduni misra ua fi quraha/ "women in Egyptian

cities and in Egyptian villages".

This syntagm can be fitted into the model as follows:

The box indicates the element that has been left out in

realization, i.e., the elliptical element.
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